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H OULTON,

EASTERN STAR
HAVE SUCCESS
FUL SHOW
Ihilrilij H-*"i "" “T
Large

Audiences

There have been given in this town
■MUty local talent shows in the past
bat It la donbtfnl it any show of its
titid over drew larger bouaee or pleas
ed a larger number of patrons than did
the U taatiel show given last Thursday
Friday
evenings
under
the
iuegloes o f the ladies o f the Eastern
M a r and directed by Frank H. O’Leary
e i feaafor.
During the past two weeks the cast
and the large chorua have been coach
aft uader Mr. O’L ea iy’a careful dire©
tioa. who candidly says “ It was one of
M e beet ch orused I ever had the
ytoeeere e l directing, and the solists
w « ageeh tor themselves.’’
V i a advartising read like this,
«O X e u iF caya aoM and now it is all
ewer tot w ill say ha did, ha said it right
m U taftd too, it w as one of the best,
a M lnstrei M o w o f the finest order,
Ugr a man who is a past
in the buainess.
guttings' wars handsomely
I, the costume weiL beautiful
and the work of the end
m m w a n aMdactfcm.
: i $ l npuaical program which was a
tito l Mtoetod one w as well rendered.
Frahahly the star of the evening
« b n i Ih o ton makers, w as Forest
wfto his funny makeup .as
e l too end ow n, and he was ably

by the others, Messrs. Leon
Herbert Rideout, P h il ChurchSi, Fred Parker, John Houghton, all
e l whom rendered effectively up to
T h e solo# b y Philip Dempsy, Houltoti*» popular tenor, were splendidly
re o ie ied and ee splendidly received.
Mr. Houghton, a earning young bari
tone, m ade hla debut aa a solist, and
£ (• possesses

M AINE,

April 13, 1860
To
December 27, 1916
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j Issae, Eugene and Chas. Bagnall and J
Dill, who with the exception of Mr.
I Maxwell, moved to Houlton with their
A Portland man suggests a remedy
j families.
for the auto speedster that seems a
J In 1904 the business was incorpogood one provided there are traffic
I rated and a few local men invested
cops, but as yet Aroostook has not had
; their money, in addition to the above
one or any.
|men, and this organization so composH e would have each traffic officer
j ed continued the business, and in 1911
provided with a rubber stamp. When
•the present building was erected,
a speedster is held up, his license is
j This building is GO x 100 four stories
stamped with the officer’s number and j
i and is built upon strictly scientific*
he is warned to comply with the law.
! principles, equipped with sprinkler
The speedster enters the zone of
! system which takes the lowest class of
another officer, and if hauled up there,
|insurance available.
Somersworth Boy” trims up Hanson’s
the first officer’s number on his license
----- ---j TJp to 1916 this mill was equipped
“ Kate” in straight heats in
tells Officer No. 2 that the offender has
The meeting of the stockholders o f : with knttiing machines and did a large
Challenge Race
been once warned. The officer stamps the Houlton Woolen M ill on Tuesday business in manufacturing sweaters
The ice racing Thursday to settle
his number on the license and gives last for the election of qfficers, means and at one time a carload of these
another warning. The third hold-up more than the average citizen realizes : were shipped to the Pacific coast, and an argument of long standing as to
of Mr. Speedster shows— by the stamp from a casual reading of the meeting, for a time little cloth was made. the speed qualities of L. W. Ervin’s
ed license— that he has twice been
It may be summed up in these At that time besides the knitting “ Somersworth Boy” 2-16 and Carl
warned and therefore is a persistent words: Under the new officers and machinery, the outfit consisted of 4 ; Hanson’s “Kate” 2-12 of Presque Isle
sized
offender. He Is arrested, fined in court directorate, the control of the Houlton looms, 2 small sets o f cards, 2 mules ; was pulled off before a good
and the regular license taken away. A Woolen Mill Is transferred from the j and practically no finishing machinery. , crowd
despite the cold
blustery
special bonded license, costing him $50 ownership of Houlton and its stock
During the years 1917-18-19 much weather.
may be secured and should he be held holders to men from New York City, new machinery was added consisting
The race was made in good time,
up on that, it would seem to be proved who for some time have had invested o f a large mixing picker, used for S ° '» an.worth Bo>' “ mlng in ahead in
tbat be is not a fit person to drive a large sums of money, but who were preparing the stock for the cards, two a" three heat9 although he was hard
car. He forfeits his license .and car
______ pushed for premier honors. The time
registration and can secure no other
of the heats was 31^4-30%-30 seconds
for at least that year.
for the quarter mile course.
One other class was raced and as
this was the first of a series of races
TEACHERS CONVENTION
to be held this winter, the interest is
AT FORT FAIRFIELD
beginning to w'arm up so that when
Fort Fairfield Merchants Association,
the next one is held several good
S *s*'
/*.,<
V% * ' ,.'..v
v *<{* • ,
Teachers,
and
Citizens
unite
in
classes will be on the program.
welcoming the school men and women
$>■ V i * a f t

SUGGESTION TO STOP
AUTO SPEEDERS

AROOSTOOK TIMES

HOULTON WOOLEN
MILL ELECTS
1920 OFFICERS

HOULTON DRIVING
CLUB HOLDS A
SUCCESSFUL MEET

j C.

Change in the Board and
Management Transfers the
Control to New York

of Aroostook County to the, annual
county Convention, January 22 and 23
1920.
Fort Fairfield School officials and
teachers are sparing no effort that this
may be that biggest and best meeting
in the history of the Aroostook County
Teachers’ Convention.
Every visiting teacher will be a
guest of Fort Fairfield. Homes will be
thrown open that every comfort and
convenience may make their visit
m ore enjoyabyle. All incoming trains
are to be met by guides who will
conduct their visitors to their room or
place o f registration.
Free checking rooms will be operat
ed in convenient places, and a half
score of boys and girls will be ever j
---^====
■ ---- ~
ready to supply information or guide Ismail stockholders. By the death of J.
the teachers to he meeting places o f ! W esley Maxwell of Sabattus, who was
the various sessions.
j president from the time o f the organiThe officers of the Convention have ! zation in .1904 up to his death, having
arranged a program tbat will appeal j owned a large block of stock, and also
to every teacher In Aroostook.
Jthe death o f Henry J. Hatheway who
They were very fortunate in se c u r-!"’» s a large stockholder, these shares
ing Hon. E. W . Butterfield.
Com-1 came Into possession of Samuel H.

Challenges Out to M eet
Houlion Horses

b.

& A. R. R.
SUFFERS FIRE LOSS

Tw o passenger coaches destroyed
and considerable damage to the round
house at the B. & A. K. R. yards was
the summary o f the blaze which
occurred during the early hours W ed
nesday A. M.
The loss is estimated at around
$20,000 and the cause o f the blaze is
supposed to have been the result o f
an earlier fire which occurred while
thawing out frozen connections, and
' not completely extinguished.
The fire company which responded
quickly to the bell alarm, were greatly
hampered in their work by the low
temperature and the long distance
from the hydrants, necessitating the
use of hundreds of feet o f hose.
Railroad employees hurriedly re
moved rolling stock from the vicinity
of the fire so that further loss was
prevented.

REBEKAH'S INSTALLATION
CEREMONY ENJOYABLE
Nearly 300 people attended the
exercises held Wednesday evening,
Jan. 14, in Odd Fellws Hall, when the
officers of Portia Rebekah lodge No.
78 were installed by D. D. Grand Pree.
Mrs. Ella Steen and D. G. M. Celia
Allen, both of Patten.

This ceremony while always pretty
and interesting \foas doubly so this
Challenge by Houlton Driving Club
year owing to the unprecedented
A challenge has been issued by the ! activities of the lodge which is girowHoulton Driving Club to Bert Lint to : ng each week antT the many guests
race Roy Volo against Somersworth ■present were impressed deeply with
Boy at Houlton for $200 a side.
i the beautiful ceremony so splendidly
A similiar challenge has been s e n t1carried out by the visiting sisters,
to the Woodstock Driving Club for a t A rather unusual coincidence ocrace for $200 a side.
j curred at this Mrs. Maud Cummin#
Both races to take place in Houlton. j was installed as Noble Grand while
Thursday's Races on the Ice
her husband Alex Cumming on the
Three races will take place with 10 previous week assumed a like position
bushel of oats for the prize in each j in Rockabema Lodge, a fact may be
class 5, 3, 2 with $2.00 entrance fee. j that many would pass unnoticed, but
Horses will be classed on the ice at j a circumstance that has never before
1.15. Races to commence at 1.30. Be happened during the life o f Odd
on hand with your horses.
; Fellowship in Houlton.
Any horses from surrounding towns
Following ar the officers who took
or Woodstock are eligible and wel- the obligation:

r- -

-— -—

come.

N. G., Mrs. Maud Cumming

sets cards 60 x 60, two 289 spindle
---------------------- V. G., Mrs. Cora Stimson
mules. 18 Knowles looms, and an up to
Secy., Mrs. Eunice A. Lyons
O g u p t o vm af j p p hie future apdate dressing frame complete. In the
pauraacea la ptodto w ill be anxiously
The state prison inspectors who ^r“ ab*> *'Irs* Mable Smith
finishing room there are two new
Appointive officers:
awaited.
lulling machines, two new washers were in Houlton Dec. 15. have just
ffoieu b y M latos Constance Chandler
R.
Currie
, „S. N. G„ Mrs. Louise
, T
.
and one green knapper and all the made their report.
,
_ v.
.
, jailoi,
. .. . L. S. N. G., Mrs. Ola Ingraham
Hulhatoan Hagerman, Don McIntyre,
Charles
E.
Dunn,
sheriff
and
_
.
other equipment for finishing
the
. ^ T,_
. Grant
,,
. as
„ „ cook and Warden, Mrs Phillis Cumming
HtopfaS TUggett, Mrs. Daisy Towers
with
Edward
_
.
.
cloth.
uui> Mrs. Louis Dalton, received well
,
r*
1 *1. *>
turnkey.
Both,
with
families, live ir.
in 1 onductor, Mrs. Edna Rhoda
Stewart
missioner of Education for Vermont i Crawford of New York City, who for
The niotive power is electricity
d a o e m i apptouto.
'
an^
the
house
adjoining
the
jail.
Twenty'
’
’
”
*
*
for their program. His talk on Punish the past three years has been selling there
in uso , w0 rl0 H j> motors
T i t w e s t o f Miss Allene Berry In
S. V. G., Mrs. May Lunt
one prisoners were m confinement.
ment as a factor in School Discipline agent for the mill.
and
one
e.5
H. 1’ . motor, while there is
beautifully
„
, al
, suggestions ; I. G., Miss Fern Robinson
Recommendations
and
_ . .
which comes at 2 P. M. Thursday after
He saw the prospects of a great a,j auxiliary steam plant which Ls
w e ll cultivated
n
, ,
.a.
.
____
„ - ; 0 . G.. Mr3. Edna Purington
noon, Jan. 22, w ill be of great interest future for the Houlton Woolen Mill used for heating and washing
--Provision. * ' * ; ' * « ” * * » “ * “ r : Chaplain. Mr*. Estella R e s e ll
voice wea never heard
by alternation ol the passage way to
and his confidence in the prospects
to all.
to hatter effect
the present basement kitchen, so that
A most delightful program was furThe Output
The program for Friday consists of actuated his putting his money in. In
Th e chorus work, the dancing parts,
prisoners
may
eat
at
table.
Proper
n^
s^e<^
a^ er the installation, each
addition
to
the
two
large
blocks
of
department meetings. Grades I to IV
After the insta Hat ion of part of tin
UD showed careful and painstaking
attention
to
the
health
of
the
prisoners
numf3er
being heartily encored. The
meet in the High School assembly j stock above referred to a groat many above equipment, the mill
had a
triihflng
* ...... .................. ........... .
“ .demands that they be provided with ^ rogram ed
use f(ir
.leeping « « * » ” *
Mis* H,-len Tingler
P art tw o o f the program was a room G rad e. V to V III In the Training jo! the loc.nl stockhold.-r* sold out to m,ml,,,r of war or.U.rs nhk-1. kept tho
School assembly room, and teachers of (him at less than par. \s there was no plant going 24 hours a day, and after
musical comedy, during which time
' °
......................
Miss Jean Mansur
Secondary
Schools, High School, room (local
capital which was interested, th* the armistice, and during the recon garment* at night something different' Bla" ° * * >
several novelty song and dancing
,
„
“ "
' “ T
4.
'stock was rapidly absorbed by thos* struction period in the woolen busi than he has worn all day. Bedding ^ ° Ca * ol“
aam fura were introduced.
°- \ b r i d g e
In the afternoon the Rural Schools who were interested and thus the ness little was don**, the first six ran much more readily be kept clean ; w h“ t » * ®ol°
"to Chtoa** by Beatrice Hackett and
w' th Plan» accompaniment
meet in the High School assembly control passed from local hands to months of 1919 but in the last six If sheets are used. Where the prisOhtoeaa maids, “Chong” by Natalie
room, Village Prim ary Schools, Train this gentlemen and his associates in months of last year the output was onrs often He upon the bed. the laundry *' lss Dorothy Lyons and
flmith and Japanese maide, “ In an Old
ing School assembly room. Grammar New York City.
100,000 yards, all fine cassimeres for work and wear on blankets would be M,ss Eva McCinley
Feahtooed Garden” by Aliens Berry
Violin obligato
Schools, High School Room 3, Second
This change means that all of the mens and ladles suitings, and the out saved bv having a cotton spread. Bed-'
aasistod by old fashioned maids and
*..t>c
Refreshments
were
served
followed
ding
has
to
be
washed
in
the
bath
tubs.
^
ary Teachers, High School Room 4 and finances of the c o lo ra tio n will be put of this line met with such success
hauua, demanded several encores. The
,
.
.
tis desirable, nnf
dancing, Miss
machinery
not
_ . . Rose ^Donovan and
Agricultural Teachers. High School, handled in New York City, but the that the company will continue to put Laundrv
dust “In Italy” by Phil Dempsy and
.
. __ _
*„ Mr. Emmons Robinson furnishing
“ the
Room 5.
i office will remain here in charge of C out nothing but the finest in this line because there is not plenty of labor to ,
H w t r lr t Hackett could not have been
music.
Each department has an interesting jA. Bagnall.
There will he no retailing at the Houl wash the clothing hand, but because
it is not well done. Examination by
program handled by capable and | The officers H«>cted on Tuesday last ton plant.
Osustance Chandler and Forest
the
jail physician of all prisoners as
experienced teachers.
; are:
At th'* present time the pay roll
BOWLING AT THE ELKS CLUB
had leading parts In the
soon
its admitted- prisoner not to be
The Presque Isle School Department { President, O. B. Buzzell, Houlton
amounts to $1600 per week and under
Several lively matches have taken
aetoidy act, Mr. Flem ing as “ Mayor
has made complete arrangements for ! Vice Pres., S. H. Crawford, N. Y. city the new management the mill will allowed to associate with the other
place during the past week on the
B l u e s ” chairman o f the Temperance
entertaining the visiting teachers and i Vice Pres., E. S. Wiencke, N. V. city during the present year he increased prisners until this examination has
committee brought the bouse down by
been made and the physician has Elks alleys among the members who
every prospect is for a delightful con Ij
’ >y a .!u font addition 4 stores high,
Clerk, T. V. Doherty. Houlton
Ida vivid imparsouhtlon of the part,
certified that the prisoner is free from aspire to top the list o f high rollers,
vention.
making a complete 6 set mill capable
Treas./G. H. Kingsley, N. Y. city
and while as yet no record? have been
w i l l s Mtm Chandler, the dainty lttle
infectious diseases.
Executive board: S. II. Crawford, E of turning out over 200,000 yards per
broken some good scores have been
M as with the sweet voice, captivated
made.
uB with her numbers.
CENTRAL MAINE POWER CO. ; S. Wiencke. Geo. H. Kingsley and T. year.
|V. Doherty.
Last Wednesday evening Shea and *
A t too close o f Friday night’s
GIVING EXCELLENT SERVICE | Directors the above with C H. Pierce WhiN* Houlton will lose th e ’financial A large audience at Watson Hall. Berry
matched Ervin and Pomeroy fo r
leminess, the weekly pay roll will be
pratormance a
dance was given j
In spite of low water now general I Houlton and J. B. Curnoch, N V City.
Hall Monday afternoon. Jan 12. listen
a 3 string game and were defeated as
spent here, and this will mean a great
complimentary to those taking part,
ed to
!» a (InllKhtful musical program. the followjng score
8how
d* •a I to the town. tnget her with its
which w as greatly enjoyed, m u sic ; over Maine, Central Maine Power
History of the Mill
under
u
*
direction
of
the
music
committee
qi
,„
„
_
'
Shea
nt her i ndustries
M t a t fam ished by Brysons Orchestra Company whose ad. appears in this
84 249
of th** ( lull, Mrs Hamilton Dyer, chair
This
business
which
has
gradually
Borrv
t o t a ftlao furnished the music during issue, supplying 88 cities towns and
Ti n * out look for tie* ;i ml
S6
264
man. All the numbers were good, and
ot t ip »bow .
■vl;iages ln Central Muiliu c011tinuca t0 and substantially grcw-i her’, it h ;
i,
M 11’
111 0 ” e i ” ■ *•.'!!'*. ;:*::!
*... ■;.•••! <■'* ’'u* :r- *i encores.
J i t e O X w r y although a stranger to glve lta customer8 vlrtually
,tect ning in 1865. tin* !;*.t«• ’.Villiam U K?t«-y
171 172 170 513
M. ■V 1 1 I..1
At tin next meeting on Jan. 26.
:it
:
i
1
1
■
!
i:
i
■
i
n
i
■
>
’
(
.iimot
Ervin
BtortfOT people, during bis short stay ' service
|having built flu* first mill, ami who
86 80 93 259
make “ Educational Day” will be observed.
Pomerov
M en ds w h o ; At all tlmeg* the voltage on
||nus: conducted it up to 1S9S when it was Ill' Ip but be pro sperous an
105 92 90 287
!>r H. E. Dunnack. State Librarian
'Hi i’i*111r :i - In t he -tockhol df
« n > glad to welcome him on some „ maintained at 110 and the frequency ! sold to J. Wesley Maxwell of l-'ahattus.
from Augusta, will be the speaker, and
totora ocoeeslon. As a director of at 60 cycies
Thursday’s game brought another
a most delightful afternoon is assured
O e n o e o be lo without a peer in th is, Thls service ,8 posslMe „
be(.aMW 1
quartet to the foul lino with McIntyre
- t!i(/S.‘ who hav.’ beard Dr. Dunnack
atMe ae hie work easily showed here. the company.s powei. staljons ar
and Smith teamed against Lunt and
c an testi fy.
Green, the former team winning with
T h e performances w ill net over *300 ; cated on Dlne difrerent rivers and can
Tin* school hoard ami teachers of
tor the ladles of the Eastern Star who t;,U3 take advantagl! of |oca, condi.
l!(*!i(*riil (Jnv'Tnnmnt
$•'’>,491 99
ease as McIntyre “ hit em up” for a
tin* town arc invited to at end and tea
big total as follows:
i ’ rolcctinn of lvrsons and
w te expend It In furnishing the dlnlng [lon8; but more especially because
The hig hexing hmit arranged by
will lie served.
McIntyre
MOB In the new Masonic Temple, and Central Ma|ne rowiJI. Cou
maln.
Property
102 109 106 317
7,685.52
Manager Ginsberg for d'uesday night
Smith
•a ah who took part In the performance j taln8 ready for operatlon 8ix re8erve drew «i large crowd who saw nm* of IlcuUh ;iml Sanitation
68 82 85 235
2,441.22
Light
tm § to tiMwe who patronised the show steam stations.
2.154.86
the best exhibitions of the season.
Wat er :i.95ii.no
170 191 191 552
top toaatyn o f the committee of arrangAt present only the largest and most I The main bout bet ween Me in tyre am!
Lunt
Highways
and
Bridges
81 83 87 251
2
6
,
9
7
On
account
of
the
law
regarding
the
■ t i t s la extended.
efficient of these, the big station at Nelson during the rounds that it last
Green
71 72 100 243
11.222.72 sale of Fertilizers, that they do not
Farmingdale, is in use and it is not ed was fast, with the honor- going to Charity and Soldiers Aid
17 .070.07 . contain Boron, chemists have decided
yet pushed to within 5,000 horse power McIntyre who has improved 100 per Education
Library
152 155 187 494
1,100.00 that all potash contains slight traces
of its full capacity. In reserve behind cent since he was seen here last.
-'The balmy weather o f our winter
Interest
5.884.91 of it, consequently the law must be
It are the five other steam stations.
In the second rottml of tin- last half. Liabilities
hae passed and Saturday snow fell all
l ,1100.00 changed before
fertilizers can be
The Farmingdale steam plant has
Nelson went to the mat for the count Unclassified
dtjK Bimday the thermometer dropped
legally
sold.
1
1.748.17
recently been enlarged by the addition
and owing to the inefficient work of
a i d the wind blew during Sunday
B. E. Anderson, propr. of the Houl
Tliere is a meeting being held on
of two new boilers and a stock. The
“ Happy Jack” lott, a near riot was j
n ljM . This la the first real snow
ton
Shoe Hospital, opened his new
Total
$124,192.44 Tuesday in Augusta before the Cover- ,
new boilers and some of the old have
imminent, as Nelson
went
down
a to m since the ground froze,
shoe store in the Fox Bros, store on
nor and Gouncil to decide whether to
been equipped to burn fuel oil.
FRANK A PEABODY
instead of sending McIntyre to his
t o record o f the thermometer for
Saturday and his first day’s business
call a special m -eting of the legisla
HOW ARD WEBB
It has always been the policy of the , corner, he allowed him to stand over
was
a most satisfactory one.
ture to consider a change in the law.
Maine Power
ROBERT M. LAWL1S
uttompt1 below Central Maine Power Company to <hlB dazed opponent ami tts
Inetihty. Jan. 14
The store has been remodeled to the
Lnless bis is done, commercial ferti
Selectmen of Houlton.
1 above maintain a sufficient steam reserve to I ed t0 get on his feet he was met with
T ln u day, Jan. 16
lizer
cannot legally be sold in the needs of his business, and is most
4 above tide it over any possible condition of (another stiff punch that ended the light
fkffiajr. Jan. 16
convenient. This store w ill be run in
State.
fh(>, The Grant-Lee bout went the limit
___
connection with his Shoe Hospital on
12 above low water. This policy enables it to j amid the jeers and hoots from
Batorday, Jan. 17
to a draw with Grant carrying off the ;
„
Court street which will still continue
2 below supply the first class service now as { crowd.
titotiday, Jan. 18
! „ was a sorry ftmllng lor a l)out |hat honors.
H l’.A V Y S N O W
to take care of the large amount of
16 below at all other pedlods of low* water.
Mtitoay, Jan. 19
The Faulkner-Molntyre preliminary i
repair work.
was pronounced to be one o f the best
19 below
T — day, Jan. 20
T.
B.
Currie,
one
of
the
best
known
was
a
good
one
finishing
with
W
ally
i
XV(,
had
had
somo
snow
storms
and
It is Mr. Andeson’s policy to handle
ever
seen
here,
although
the
refere**
e
salesmen ln the town, has resigned j allowed many foul blows to pass un
a strong favorite.
(much cold weather this season, but flrst class shoes for men and women
lira. Frederick M. Camp of Wood- his position with Taggett & Gartley
noticed and the unsatisfactory finish
Pat Harris won his bout best it’ K ■Saturday's storm with a strong wind a*
lowest possible margin.
•toto, N. B. Is visiting her mother,
to accept the position ln Anderson’s was wholly due to the inefficiency of young lott who hadn’t thestaying ! gave us the first touch of real w
i
n
t
e
r
.
----------*«• lir a . Geo. H. Aetle ln Bristol, Conn.
new shoe store on Fox Bros, corner. the referee.
qualities.
j About 12 inches of snow with a brisk Remember the Odd Fellows social
CkrletUm Science services held each Mr. Currie will make a valuable man
Nobody who saw the match had any
Mr. Ginsberg is trying to arrange iN. E. wind made
it a nastystorm to
at their hall onFriday evening, Jan.
ffratitaP nt 11 A. M., Presbyterian for M. Anderson as his large acquaint doubt
as to the superiority of another bout for the near futue
and jface and all rail travel was delayed. 23. OddFellows, Rebekahs and their
his McIntyre’s offence and defence, but
G t o n e k . Jan. 25th subject: “Truth.” ance and his popularity during
when he does, he says hat he
will j The long looked for snow storm will fmilies
invited, it’s going to be a
W e d nesday at 7AO P. M. Testimonial ’ong career as a Houlton clerk will the w ird up was so rank that even
have a third man in the ring
that |be a boon to the
lumberinginterests
“ regular time” with good music,
attest.
service- Cordial welcome to all.
his admirers were disgusted.
knows his business.
who have wafted patiently for it.
refreshments, etc.

AROOSTOOK COUNTY JAIL

HOULTON WOMANS CLUB

BOXING EXHIBITION PLEASES SELECTMAN'S REPORT
HOULTON FANS WITH
TO JANUARY 13,1920
GOOD EVENTS ON CARD

SERIOUS CONDITION
FOR AROOSTOOK FARMERS

.

WEATHER REPORT

NEW SHOE STORE

FALL
A JOY TO LUMBERMEN

HOULTON TIMES, WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 21, 1920
! iy opposed, wup the real events
GROWING
faction on that great final day when
5,000,000 in 1795 to about 14,000,000 In Winter than the United States,
except
Most people want to grow. They j transpiring in It colored In the news
some shall hear “ W ell done, good and
1905. Since then the census has not in certain localities not elevated.
faithful servant” , and others shall would like to advance In their work,j 1° 8U^ the wishes of the party now in
The country is wonderfully rick fa
•vary Wednesday moraine hear the just condemnation of a just earn more, have greater influence, do P ° wer there, one hardly knows what eon an a s0 utely satisfactory one
and
righteous
God?
bigger
things.
Yet,
strange
to
say
the
is
the
proper
move
to
make
in
connec-:
and
1
1
i8
hard
to
tell
just
how
many
n 111(1 ab°uads in animals
by tke Times Pmbliahing Co.
Work, and more work, work to the world Is full of people who do not don with this nation which has been people are there at the present time. j
CHAfi. H. FOGG, Pres. A Mgr.
last ounce of strength and to the high- “ grow' up.” They have lost the secret a thorn in the side of America for j The inhabitants of the nation are much■~ J L
— 1--------est
degree
of
efficiency;
work
such
as
of
their
youthful
days.
They
come
to
several
years.
mixed,
about
22
per
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being
whits
U. S. R. R. ADMINISTRATION
Subscription la U. S. $1.50 per year
People' are deeply ini tin ted in Mex , bout 31 per cent native Indians, and
Director General of Railroads
In advance as required by law; in the soldier gave on the battlefield halt in self-development, and folks say
amid the roar and crash of cannon and they are getting "old."
f'o. especially so be. ause of its won- all other races about 47 per cent This
Canpda $2.00 in advance.
the death-dealing rifle and the hellBut a person is never old until lie (te.rful natural resources which are so accounts, in a great degree, for the ! BANGOR & AROOSTOOK R. R.
Single copies ive cents
devised bomb; work in a spirit of quits growing; and he need not quit much needed by the United States and situation of today for no one civilized !
T IM E T A B L E
Advertising rates based upon gunms s a c r ific e uiiu unselfishness; work, be- growing until the end of his years, t h e remainder of the world. This i,< . body has the full control.
Corrected to September 29, 1919
teed circulation.
cause upon every man’s work will rest ;The most conspicuous fact about great notably true of petroleum of which it ! Mexico is a great plateau elevat -d j
T ra in s D a ily Except S u n d ay
in part the death or the life of some men—-men who do big things, and keep seems to have an unlimited supply.
Fr?m H O U LTO N
several thousands of feet in the air. j fi*e
Entered at the Post Office at Heutton
8^8 a. m.— F o r F o r t F a irfield . Caribou
Mexico has been a wonderful coun
ipoor innocent sufferer— this must be on doing them is that they never
for the most part, and it has moun- I a - L im es to n e and Van Buren.
far circulation at second-class
j the inspiring thought in every man’s cease growing, The are perpetually try in the past, it may be a s prosper tains and volcanoes over three miles j ».Z3 a. m.— F o r Bangor. Portland and
postal rates.
ous and as great in the future, if its
Boston.
young.
j life just now.
high. Its most famous one, Popo- j 11.30 a. m.— For Aahland. St. Frame!*, Ft
Profits and wages are not today the
They have the real thing, of which Government can he placed upon a per catepetel, near Mexico City, is 17,882 '
All tBkeerlpftene are DI8CONTINKent, Washbarn, Presque laleT^Tan
UffiO wtwn nttn than 3 months In ar- supreme issue. Both are important, 1’once de Leon’s "Fountain of Youth" manent basis. At the present time its feet in height. Its tallest peak, how 1.40B- r* tl' - a ®9ua P W » * "
vl
rule is the worst, its President bitterly
vital in their way, hut they sink into was only an imitation.
ever, is Orizaba, near Vera Cruz, which 8.26 F. Hi.^-iror uanger, PartLand and
hates
America,
it
is
overrun
by
ban
insignificance by the side of the
If a man sets his heart upon growhas an elevation of 18,696 feet above
^ B o s to n 11* * 1 S,*®pln* Car Caribou
dits, and the lives o f its own people
mighty issue of saving the world from ting, he has but three things to do:
sea level. The country has but f
•STEADY**
8.02 p. m.—For Fort Fairfield, Van Bureo
First, he must he a Learner all his ia8 well as those from other lands are large rivers or lakes.
the forces of evil which fatten on the
Oun HOULTON
“I think the watchword for ub to agonies cf the starving and freezing life. I do not mean from books o n ly , in constant jeopardy,
a. m.—From Boston, Portland, BaaOne of the greatest assets of Mexico
day la 'Steady!' Mid General Leonard people.
almost any one can learn from books.
It is an enormous country, its total
Caribou**** sleeP*ns Car Beaten to
is its climate. It is neither exces
Wood addressing the Colorado legis
Many have attained the knack of area being 767,326 miles. Its coast
9.19 a. m.—From Van Buren, Oarfben. Ft
Are you working in this spirit?
sively hot nor cold. This is due to its
lators. “W e must have stability, law
learning from things, by observation. line on the east is 1,727 miles in
so
location on plateaus making its alti 12 .M p. m.—From Boston, Portland, Bansod order. Wo must adhere firmly to
Few have acquired all there is to the length, while that of the west reaches
OUR
LUMBER
PROBLEM
tude sufficient to carry it out o f the a mf°r‘ Qn m v III*, Dover A HaxcrofL
the wording of the constitution and to
i art of learning from other people.
i the enormous figure of 4.574 miles
* yin
8tr Jftaaofa. Ft. Kant.
Only in one way can the timber j
intense heat which, ordinarily, would
the American policy which has been
V “ 8 S T ft in !^ h Q™Yet, almost every one you meet has The total length of Its northern
labU sbed lor us. W e must hold to problem of the United States be solved ! something important to teach you, tell boundary line is 1,833 which gives feature its southern location, and still 8.2I p. m.—From Van Buren. Limestone
tho constitution like life Itself, for it we must grow as man or more trees j you, or show you, if you know how to some idea what a proposition the not too high to be chilly. It is much _ a Caribou, Fort Fairfield.
7 M p. m.—From Boston. Portland. Banthan we cut down. Only by one method I
cooler in Summer and warmer in
is tho anchor o f our Republc.”
ask intelligent questions, and if you United States has had in patrolling
This Is 100 per cent American. It can the present wanton waste of o u r j are genuinely interested in learning. ; this dividing line between the two
s ra ss? ,‘s s r *
In a call for the return to the anchor lumber resources be checked, we must j Some will give you information, some : countries. Of this immense stretch at
jE S * . b S S S Z ’S ? * 1’
p“ — « 4 f onr hopes the Federal Constitu- prevent the devastation of our forests i will teach you wisdom, some will show |least 1,136 miles, the distance betw een
W ar and war conditions have on the lands that are privately owned. \you the right manner of delivering a El Paso, Texas, and the Gulf of Mex
America to drift away from The facts that warrant such state-, smile or handshake. The man who ico, is separated by the Rio Grande
K e e p y o u r b o d y w e ll
PROFESSIONAL CAROS
I
A ll sorts o f by-products ments are these:
! would grow must be a human inter- River.
n
ou
rish
ed
an
d
strong
and
, such as a false idea of
Every year we now use three times : rogation point
The other boundaries of the country
It 9s
a wrong notion of as much timber as we grow; the
Then he must be a jh in k e r -a n d are Guatemala and Belize on the south th ere is little danger.
MISS MARY BURPEE
and a distorted conception figures are 100,000,000.000 feet again st: mU8t thlnk hard He may not be "add east, the Pacific Ocean on the south ; essential th a t you keep up
30PRANO
tho fldlOlon of the Republic. Since 35.000,000,000. Our state and national a cuMt to hi8 HtatuIVi by taking and west, and the Gulf of Mexico and ! your resistance. There are
Teacher
of Singing
• armistice many clouds have sp forests can furnish at best only a fifth thought but he can surely add to his Caribbean Sea on the east.
! thousands o f fa m ilie s w h o
Studio
Suite
22,
Mansur
Block, Hoettoe
oil the National horizon. The |of our timber supplies; the other four-1 persQnalityi his influence, his power
The present line between the Unit- J
hand 6f the law has been laid fifths must come from lands privately , and 8UCCess Many people never put ed States and Mexico w’as fixed by ! would not d re a m o f b e in g
Telephone 292*J
offiendera and plotters against owned, and private commercial timber ia load on thelr brain8. and theLr brains, treaties Feb. 2, 1848, and Dec. 30, 1853. j without the protection that
tha OofornmenL Dire threats are lands now furnish 97 per cent, of o u r j1Ike an unattached locomotive, always at which times the latter ceded to i
General Wood says, the annual timber cut. More than 100,000,- j run .<1Ight.. Unjes8 a man e v o lv e s in this Country territory amounting to j
DU,JOHN 0. WILLLV
for today is "Steady.”
000 acres of forest lands which ought |hla mind what he learns and obRerves. 930,590 square miles, considerably over
Osteopathic Physician
Wood said that in the re- to be producing wood have been de- h0 never get8
U8e from it
„ p half of is area then and an amount !
omit riot sone ha learned that 95 per vastated and now are merely idle ; mu8t make deductions,
Phone 244
Hours; 9 to 12-2 to S
greatly exceeding its total area now. j
«m t of American workingmen are wastes. Had we properly conserved
FInally he mu8t be a DoeP. 8omP Included in that great tract under the |
New Masonic BldgHOULTON
notwithstanding they are that vast area the cost of lumber ^peopie are long on thinking but short first treaty, was all of Texas, New’ j
affords.
Th
e
right
idea
is
to
tho domination of agitators would not have doubled.
on doing. They are the dreamers. But Mexico and Oklahoma, and part oft
s
responsible for most of the
The United States is the greatest ‘ Experience is, after all, the greatest Colorado and Kansas. By the 1853, or start in the fall with S c o tt9
JOHN M. BROWN
it anrest Ninety-five per cent is timber consumer in the world, but we 0f all teachers. When you have the Gadsden treaty, the United States ac Em ulsion and be protected
O proportion full of hope and promise. have less than half as many trees now courage to tackle the difficult thing quired the remainder of this Immense
Land and Lumber Surveyer
for a strenuous winter.
It Indicates that the American spirit standing as would be required to which tests your utmost ability, then district, or California, Arizona, Ne
Candidate for County C om m if iower
in tha hearts and Ives of all produce timber at the rate we are you are down to the business of grow vada, New Mexico, Utah and parts of I f s Scotfs you ask for.
The
Norwegian
cod-liver
oil
used
have it in their blood. To them using It, and our needs are increas ing in all its fine points.
Eagle Lake, Maine
Colorado and Wyoming.
in Scott’* EmaWon is super-refined
in our own American Laboratories.
Oonatry looks to carry out the in- ing. There are no forests in the world
The population of the country in Its purity and quality is unsurpassed.
The bumps you will get. the disof General Wood—"Steady." i from which we can Import lumber couragements you will encounter, and creased with rapif* strides from about
Scott & Bowne, Bloomfield
19-23
C. E. WILLIAMS, M. D.
enough at suitable prices and of suit even the mistakes you will make in
OFFICE AT RESIDENCE
A YEAR OF WHAT?
able kind to satisfy our requirements. being zealous in your doing, will be
129 Main S t Houlton, Rile.
Aaotker jm r la before us, with all of
Indeed, but few of the lumber pro among the best parts of your educa
Nfl feasibilities for good or ill, for
ducing states can now supply their tion.
eaoeess or failure.
When 1 meet a man who shows me
own demands. In the East, the South
NEW DENTAL PARLORS
As we cross the border of 1920 bow
and the Lake states there are cut-over he has lost interest In his business, I
of os are giving a passing
Corner Pleasant Street end
lands, now idle and barren, that feel sorry for him. I know that he has
to the character o f the course
Highland Ave.
. . . #.
|_ fltA
19 •would every year be growing as much ceased to grow. For there is no better
ws ere to pursue in tne next l i t ____
....
place
to
practice
growing
than
in
one’s
1wood as in the years of their greatest
DR. L. P. HUGHES
yield, if only their forests had been daily work. It Is a field of unending
The commander who goes into battle
wisely administered, and their timber possibilities for learning facts, meet
Ransford W. Shaw Seth S. Thoratoe
in pursuance of a definite plan of ac
would be available at half the present ing people, attaining new triumphs day
tion has every opportunity for success,
rates. Every year lumber now has to after day that prove one’s mettle and
SHAW & THORNTON
hit he who plunges In at random
be hauled longer distances. Within 10 one’s brains. Success and rewards
ATTORNEYS
sonrto disaster and defeat.
years the Pacific coast will be sup- always come to the person who conPrompt attention to all business
II Is so in every sphere of life.
plying most o f the country’s lumber. tinues to grow but the greatest reward
Houlton,
Maine
If wo would enrich the world by our
The freight bill now amounts to $175,- consists in having found the secret
Piobate matters have Special
Individual presence we must have a
000,000, and at the rates o f today the that makes life continuously interest
Attention
definite plan in view*, and that plan
bill w ill be nearly quadrupled in 20 ing.
most he adhered to in the face of all
J. OGDEN ARMOUR
years. And, o f course, the consumer
obetedee.
j
pays the freight.
DR. F. 0. ORCUTT
Accumulation of wealth is not the j
MEXICO
Europe has but a fourth of its total
DENTIST
noblest aim in life. With prosperity
No country’ occupies a more promimutt h »r* honor and ‘ integrity, |#rea ‘.n Permanently productive forests
F o g g Block
end contentment, or the gold we uses but 150 board feet per capita per nent place in the affairs of the United
year, and yet has to import timber in i States at the present time than Mexico.
hecCmee hut dross which drags
considerable quantity from us. W e use With one side strongly advocating
e * down to the mire of degradation.
DR. W. B. ROBEN
Honor and integrity go hand in hand more than twice as much wood in intervention and another as strenuousOSTEOPATHIC PH YSICIAN'
and pence and contentment are their proportion to population and we have
Suite 22, Mansur Block
less than half as much productive C h a r t e r No . 274!»
R e s e r v e P ist. N o . J
twin children.
Tel.
156
Houlton, Maine
All are within the reach of every forest in proportion to area. Forestry ! REPORT OF CONDITION OF THE
is a science in Europe. W e practice all
ana and every woman who has the
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
moral courage to begin the new year the destructive arts in dealing with
FREDERICK G. VOSE, D. C.
our forests. W e certainly
cannot
OF HOULTON
with a determination to do that which
CHIROPRACTOR
escape the natural result.
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Needed Protection

scorn

EMULSION

W h y pay
high prices for
coffee when

POSTUM
Ce r e a l

costs less and is %
better for you!

ia right and just, regardless of what
IN THE STATE OF MAINE
These figures are derived from tha
friend or foe may think or My.
At
th**
Hos e of bu sin ess on P e r . 31. 11*19.
ft la easier to do right than to do report o f a committee, appointed by
!
RESOURCES
wrong. In the one our conscience is the Society of American Foresters, of I^oan« and discounts,
including rediscou nts
343,621.15
dinar
is a potent aid to us in the which Gifford Pinchot is chairman.
pam oaace Of on o b jec t In the other j The report shows that while once we
w o labor constantly in the shadow o f j had a *J0Ut 850.ooo.ooo acres of virgin
tear, MMpIdOttS Of mankind, and With j forest we have left today only about
n ***** warped and distorted by the j 150,000.000. and that on some 350,‘ 000,000 acres o f cut-over land there are
{feed of exposure.
Ih r each of us it w ill be a year only about 250,000.000 produ* Ing even
fdplete with something—hut what w ill a little new timber growth.
aooMthlng be?

ARE YOU WORKING
IN TH IS SPIRIT

The committee's definite conclusion
is this, that a way must be found
to prevent devastation o f the forests
that now stand on lands privately
owned in order that old trees shall not
be destroyed without provision for the
crowing of new trees to take their
places. The conclusion is well ground
ed and the problem is a vital one, as
every consumer of lumber or o f wood
pulp well knows.
'

T in world ia short of food, and milHaps will starve; it is short of fuel,
ami millions will freeze; it is short of
many products, and the shortage forces
prices to ever higher figures.
Tho world ia short on work and milare idle when every Idle hour instarvation, increases the numGap who will freeze to dM th, will add
to the eoet of living and endanger all
governments mid all civlilMtlon.
Willing Idleness today, by rich or
peer, la criminality.
Workers are needed as never before
enirthe work shirker Is a slacker, a
criminal, a co-operator with the forces
of starvation and freesing.
■very man who fails to work to his
Some mental disorders, periods of
otmost In this crucial hour of world depression, etc., are definite reac
WRET and thrMtened revolution is tions from imperfect or sluggish
lafptng by his inaction, to starve and action of the digestive organs. Ia
millions o f helpless women and these cases, 1 or 2 doses of "L.F.**
Atwood’s Medicine will dispel tha
when action is needed to pre- gloom and restore an active, hope
chaos from engulfing the world, ful mental condition, by removing
the judgment seat of a just the cause. Headache powders and
dted every soul shall some day stand unreliable tonics may give tempo
smd tho light o f eternity shall lllumi- rary relief, hot the safe, natural pro
the record o f everyone. On that cesses that this well-known remedy
set in action can have no harmful
tft*n the women and babies who affect
for lack o f food and fuel point an
It is well to keep a generous supfinger and M y. “Had you plyon hand^juid to take smalldosesreg-

Feel
blue

and inspired others to work,

wo would not have died In hunger and
How will you answer them, coal
mtoer, food producer, merchant, manu
facturer, teacher, preacher, day labor
er* clerk or honker? Are you doing
year almost to relieve the world by
warik, work o f brain and brawn, work
la Thick you con look back with satis-

yenr general
condition, enable yon
to work bettor, and
give a fuller enjoyment
of life. There ia no
cheaper health insur
ance. Bay a large bottle
today, 60 teaspoonful
doses for 60 cents.
"L .F .” Medicine Co.,
Portland, Maine.

O ver d r a ft s, uns ecured
365.17
U. S. bo nd s deposited
to secure circulation
(p ar value)
50,000.00
U. S. G o ver n m en t s e 
curities o w n e d : p le d 
ged to secure postal
s a v in g s deposits ( p a r
value)
5.000.00
17. 8. G o ver n m en t s e 
curities o w n ed and
upledired
103.777.50
159.623.50
W a r S a v i n g s C e rt ifi 
cates an d
T h r i f t
S t a m p s ac t u a ll y o w n ed 846.OS
Securities other than
U. S bonds (not i n 
clud ing sto ck s) o w n 
ed and unp le dg ed
261.837.62
1
To ta l
bond c s e c u r i 
ties, etc., other than
U. S
261.837.62
Stock of F ede ral R e 
serv e Rank (50r>i of
of s ubs cription )
4,500.00
V a lu e of b a n k in g
house
14.000.0a
E q u it y In ban k in g
house
14,'iOO.iKi
Law ful
reserve
with
F ede ral Re se rve Ra nk
43,8**9.32
C a s h in vault and net
a m o u n t s due
from
national b a n k s
82,519.45
C h ec k s on other ha nk s
in the s a m e city or
town
as
rep orting
b an k
8.957 4'
To ta l of items 13, 14,
15, 16, 17
90,476.90
Re dem ption fund with
L\ S. T r e a s u r e r and
due fro m 17. S. T r e a s urer
2,503. Of*
'*<t nl

There’s been no raise
in price.

U sually sold a t 15* and 25$

Chiropractic Adjustments Remove f e
Cause of Disease
8utte 6-9 Mansur Block

M ade b y

JOHN P. COSTELLO

Fbstum Cereal Co. Battle Creek, Mich.

UNDERTAKER and L IC E N 8 E *
EMBALMER
Room 10 Mansur Block, Phone 51641
Res. 17 Elm St, Phone 38141

Save Time and Potatoes— Money for the Farmers

BOGG’S

$921,733.66

LIA B IL IT IE S
C a p i ta l stock pa id in
$ 50,000. on
S u rp lu s fund
100.000.00
Un divided profits
16,653.75
16.653.75
A m ou nt res orved
for
all interest ac crued
5.000.00
r i r e u l a t i n g notes outsta nd in g
48,600.00
Certified checks out st * ruling
3.I.8."
Tota l o f items 30, 31.
32. 83
39.85
Individual d e p o s i t s
subject to check
360.285.59
Dividend < utt'mid
6 , 000.00
To ta l o f de m and d e 
posits sub je ct to R e 
s er ve
366,285.59
Pos tals s aving s deposits
3,576.07
O the r time deposits
331,578.10
i’oal of time deposits
subj ect to Rese rve 335,054.47
Tota l
$921,733.66
State o f Ma ine, Co u nty of A roostook, ss.
I, R. F. W a r d , C a sh ie r of the ab ove
named bank, do sole mnly s w e a r that the
rbovo sta temen t is true to the best of mv
I kno wled ge and belief
1
R. F. W A R P , Ca sh ie r
| S ubscribed and swor n to before me thi.171tli day of Janu ar y. 1920.
A A R O N A . P U T N A M , N o t a r y Pubilc
Co rre ct— Att est :
A. T. P U T N A M
W . P. M A N S U R

C. H . P IE R C E

Hoetten

T h e l a w r e q u i r e s t h e g r a d i n g o l p o t a f o e s a n d t h is m a c h i n e does
------------------------------ th e w o r k — C a li a n d s e e It
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q
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B a n g o r S tree t
H o u lto n , M a in e
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line go«ernmcnt, is a possiointy wnien
RETURN PLEASES
'railroad owners refuse to l'<>liev< to he
LOCAL R. R. MEN (the final outcome. Some mutually

Announcement of

the

return

on satisfactory

adjust.iiout

of

h.u ’cin*

Mnrch 1 of the railroads to private responsibility between tho roads and
ownership awoke a fooling of grati the public will be arrived at, it Is
fication among New England security
holders and an expectation that proper
liftfltation will be adopted to protect
the properties from any detrimental
•ffoct of war time operation.
New
tho fact
fact that
that New
This is due to tho

confidently expectod.

rAOl THRU

n ;is tno consolidated ticket OMce.s. k .hiv lor a long journey. Time was
whi h have proved more efficient end bardi\ .-Plowed to prepaii’ tor ihe jr.urless
pens!, e than dupli> a led otli os. ; :*e\ \\ , i the were start, i on the v ay
■vifh a Kge numbr of i -or util 'lu 
Otb< ; v t ’ l ne di i r.nlod.
The sentiment of many railroad non nate Armenians to a village in a moun
interviewed echoed that of 1’rosidont tain. Untold hardships were experi
Tlnstis. or as Joseph B. Russell, a di enced on the way. many of the Arme
rector of the New York. New Haven X nians dying from hunger and thirst.
Hartford, put it. “ President Wilson s
“ When we arri\ed at Ihe village,"
announcement of the return of <h" .-aid .Mi -s Kayelian, “ we found that the
railroads on Mareh 1 is gratifying, with inhabitants were nearly wild. All were
the expectation that proper legislation Turks, and the men wore only two
will be passed to protect them."
pieees of dress, one a small jacket covj ering the chest, and tho other a
(bloomer-like arrangement. They wore
|no shoes nor hats, and each had long
(whiskers and bristling mustaches.
Disguising herself as a Khedhos ; They wen 1 not only wild looking but
daughter, M i s Varov Kayelian. an wild hi nature. The Turkish wemen
. bad on a one piece covering which
attractive young Armenian girl of 111
looked like a sheet, covering the body
years, escaped from the Turks and 1ms
and head. The covering had a small
arrived In Manchtster. N. 11 . when opening, leaving part of the face and
she is guest of her cousins, I)r. and ’>oth eyes exposed to the public's gaze.

Ond nay a i nri.-uan \ou..g ut .y
.,
and t!i ■ Annenian- luirfed In r. The
Turk • set ' anger d at the burial sor’• • e
.1 ■;< ! that : >>y d 1
wa*’ t a .y
Christian body around. They opened
tin* grave, removed the body and threw
it to the dogs to devour. The brutal
net was committed in tin* pre-eneo cf
Armenians in tin* village*.

army, who made possible the escape of
his sister. Through the effoits of tho
influential Turkish officer Mias Kaye
lian got to Constantinople. Feeling ran
high against the Armenians and the
young ' woman’s life was endangered
at almost evry turn.

“ Tin* Turks look away my father and
brother and killed them in (lie usual
manner of the Turks in tin* mountain
districts, namely, by tying them to a
tree and burning them.

“ When tho Turks saw the Armenians
[dressed as Europeans they were sur
j prised, for they had seen no other form
of dress hut their own. Then- were
no hooks, papers or magazines in the
village, and when I showed thr1 women
pictures in a hook 1 had and also had
read to them from it they wen* amazed

Miss Kayelian had an older brother
who w as a graduate of Roberts College
in Constantinople. He was a doctor
and when the war broke out joined
the Ottoman forces. However, when
Men Allenby. the British commander,
later overwhelmed the Turks, the
brother renounced his allegiance to

Phe learned that, there was a plan on
foot to place her in the harem and
told her brother of it. The law in Con
stantinople forbade Armenians to leave
the place, and she was held there for
four years. In that period, by disguis
ing herself as a Khedive’s daughter,
sin* made two visits to her old home
at Banderma in Armenia. She continu
ed to wear the costume and pose as a
member of an Egyptian royal family,
and obtained a job after tho signing of
the armistice with the British army,-),
She had worked with the army for
seven months when she was able to
obtain passports for America.
"From the beginning of the war,”
says Miss Kayelian. “ there was no na
tion that suffered physically and moral
ly as did the Armenian. Millions of our
people were deported and massacred,
burnt to death on the waty, thrown in
to rivers and wells and starved to
death."
Both Miss Kayelian and her brother
I Harry will continue their studies in

mu

Railroad men who made good as ad
ministrators during tho stress of war s
demand, will figure largely in the ro! organization which must precede the
|resumption of business by the railroad
Sngland railroads, in common with
wun j corporations. The New England rail
practically every eastern railroad sya- j roads during war control maintained
tern, has been operated at a financial j their existence as formerly, hut withloss, largely because of conditions |out the organizatj()ns of railroad olllcurrent with the war. Under govern- c,als who were taken into the employ
mental administration wages have of tho rallroad administration. Many
been Increased, while materials h a v e 'or th es0 who wero advanced to berths
advanced with the general increase in i far raore important than they held for
prices, but the roads have not earned xnerly are especially concerned to learn
the fixed standard of return guaranteed if they will he reduced or retain' d in
by the terms of investment.
the same positions, or equivalent jobs
for those abolished. In two months
Operating Coete Increased
Mrs. A. S. Manguian. With her is h r
those questions will be determined.

ARMENIAN GIRL MAKES HER
ESCAPE FROM OTTOMANS

i4 *

Ptisnctal audita show that since the
Tho continuity of management of the brother, Harry Kayelian. who seen My
United State* assumed Jurisdiction
ever the New England transportation New England roads has been little dis made his wav to ( ’onstantinople and
system the coete of operation and turbed. as an example of which is the took pusage to America on the mime
UltUieaMOe have Increased in much case o f James H. Hustis. president of boat. The coveted passports to Mils
gfiSlW proportion to the revenue the Boston &. Maine. He became re
country were obtained at the Turkish
from puaeenger and freight traffic. ce ive r then federal administrator and
This la eo despite the higher rate of Is again president, entrusted with the capital through the intluenco id th'*
mfleugo and immense amount o f traffic responsibility of rehablitating New American, French and British consuls,
thrust upon the railroads in the trans England’s greatest transportation sys and were approved by the allied
portation both of men and materials tem. This system has emerged from council in Paris.
the war consolidated as one corpora
tsr war purposes.
Miss Kavelian's story of thr cnn l
Some western railroads showed a tion. embracing the former separate
ties
suffered by her at the hands of (he
now profit la operation under the Boston & Fitchburg. Boston & Lowell.
Connecticut
River.
Concord
&
Mont
Turks and their aim to place1 her in the
ahrommoat. This condition, although
maoadod to be a reason tor satisfac real, Lowell & Andover. Manchester & harem beggars description. Her father
tion by tho railroad administration, Lawrence and the Kennbunkport rail was a wealthy, business man in Banftoeq not In any way affect the New road corporations whose properties
derma, Armenia, where Ihe Kayelian
EOfinnd properties. It Is because of were operated as leased lines formerly.
The return to private ownership is family lived. The daugl tor had just
tho i i i lro to re-establish the Hues as
business enterprises that the opportunity for a test of strength completed her course in ihe American
ownsro am looking forward with and resorces which the Boston f t j high school at. Brousa. and the brother
to tho early relinquish- Maine interests have sought in order Harry, two years at Roberts College
to prove that the new structure is not
mOal of cootrol by the government.
when the world war began In 1911
Railroad administrators were not only on a strong financial foundation
The
Turks joined the central powers
prepared to* state what effect the but amply capable of being a great
and
one
night 1(1 gendarmes broke in
Uhaaft will produce. Men prominent factor in the progress of New England.
edmftnistrathm took up the
! to the family home and searched it for
Sentiment of Optimism
In earnest to study the whole
letters from European eorntries oppos
The Maine Central, Central Vermont
and devise the best methods
ed to the central power-, tin* finding
[•meeting the transition from public and other New England lines are simi of on# or more meaning that tho
t#«priYate control. What effect tbe larly affected by conditions since 1917 I Kayelian family wen* enemies of tin*
wUl hove on passenger and as the larger roads. The Boston & Turks. While the search was being
rates, tf any, and adoption of Albany, a leased line of the New York made the members of tin* family wen*
»at policy In wages and Central, is affected but as a part of the locked in a room.
j
are questions for which whole New York Central system. The
Bouton
ft
Albany,
Director
Robert
H.
j
The
Turkish
Method
them appears to be no Immediate
Gardiner pointed out. has been un | The father was put Into prison, and
answer.
affected
as a corporation during gov after a few days was info need that l c
It to fonerally accepted that the gov
ernment
control,
the larger corporation would he allowed to go t’n*o if ho fur'
ernment will .expect to reimburse
Utose ruDroetfe which suffered n mantatnlng Its position of lessee un nished a sufficient amount of money to
dspredetlon daring public operation, disturbed by public management. The pay for hi- hoard and mc r.il m i ’
an a tofr method of adjusting the pay New York, New Haven & Hartford is (nuance of 50 Turkish soh:l«*rs. He did
ment tor their use in time o f war. less removed from the efforts of this and was freed. Soon after t v waWithin two months Congress, it is causes which rest on other New Eng freed, however, tin* father, a son and
hoped, will formnlate a program based land roeds since most of its lines are tho daughter, Mis« Varov wen* taken
on President Wilson's announcement In New England, although it has a hv tin* Turks and order'd to make
Whloh will serve to guide the manage large traffic centre in New York.
Altogether there Is already manifest
ments of the railroads In their adYou
Needn’t keep
on
feeling
mtototmtfon based on prospects of ed a distinct sentiment of optimism distressed after eating, nor belching
and an evidence that the owners will »*or experiencing
nausea
between
protective legislation
put forth great energy In the coming
Pteeelverahtp Possibility
two months preparatory to operating
The alternative of receivership, the roads as Individual business conno relief be forthcoming from corns. Some Ideas may be maintained.

“ While In the village there was
neither water nor food furnished and
finally the Armenians wero allowed to
leave the place, obtaining food as they
saw (it. Pond was scarce, as also was
money, because the latter had been
stolen by tin* Turks. The object Of the
Turks was to allow the Armenians to
starve to death and their object in
hundreds of cases was attained.”

Escaping the Harem

and prayed, declaring that they had the Turks and offered his services to
soon something now in their lives.
the allied cause. He had os a friend
“ The men folks were rough and wild. an influential officer in the Turkish this country-

German Potash
O N LY

THE

HIGHEST

Wo have* bought, it and have paid for
it and will list* it for tho bonoftt of Aroos
took Founty Potato Growers in all our
h ig h -g rn th * mixed fertilizers.
I’so Now England Animal Fortilizors
m.ido from Bono. Blood and Moat with essontial ohomioals. Thov will grow potatoes
(piiokly and continuously and results will
show their profitable value.
Wo umd 47 tons of your 4-8-4 fertilizer the past
season using one ton per acre. The Breen Mountain
variety potatoes averaged at least 150 barrels per
o< re. In one day with two diggers we dug out 900
barrels. My potato pickers averaged to pick up 100
hat crls per day during tin* digging whu h will give
you a good idea of how good my crop was.
Murphy Bros.. Aroostook County. Me.
Enclosed plea'-p find a picture of potatoes being
harvested In John H Seeley of Presque Isle. Maine.
He secured 191 barrels per acre oti 40 acres in 1919.

G RAD E

There was no place on the field where the crop waa
less than 150 barrels per acre.
L. E. Britton
1 planted 07 acres of potatoes and got 7.006 bar
rels of first class marketable stock using 40 tons of
your 4-8-4 and 30 tons of your 4-8-6 most of which we
received early in the winter. This was applied to
the land nt the rate of a little over a ton to the acre
in an A spin wall planter. I had visitors from all the
surrounding towns to look at my crop during the
growing season. In fact I had to make sort of a
roadway down through the field so that visitors
could drive their autos down and see both sides at
one**.
S. B. Bishop, Aroostook County, Maine

Write for our illustrated book “ Profitable
Crops”, showing results and a section for
the rorord of your own crops.
I so high-grade fertilizers if you desire
best results.

N E W ENG LAND FERTILIZER C O M P A N Y
Boston, Mass.
Brnnch o f tho Consolidated Rendering Co.

meals.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla
cures
dyspepsia it strontiums ihe stomach
and other digestive oreai s tor th"
proper performance of their function;
Take Hood’s.

r. /.

. ]f rrsh<tlf. ( i r n r r n l .

F o rt F<rirfi/I<t

»«*1 i

Berman s Big

*
A D M I S S I O N

Pre-Inventory S>ale j,§1j
N ow G oing On
Don’t pul o ff buying while the low prices prevail.

HE

!
A splendid chance

‘‘COATS, SOUS, SKIRTS AND DRESSES
nl pric— that mean a big saving to you; prices that you won't be able to find
Ugnin for a long time to come. Com e w hile the assortments are unbroken.

W a r Tax Included

11

Children

15c

a a u iii

juc

BIJOU
T H E A T R E

AFTERNOON

E

at

2 and

V

E

N

3.30
I N

G

at 7 and 8.30

O n e D a y O n ly —T h u r s d a y , J a n . 2 2
F O U R F U L L S H O W S ---------------------------------

I t ’s
Gripping
I t ’s
Tense
I t ’s
Mystifying

T h e W o rld ’*
Greatest M ystery
Play
adapted for the
screen from
Bayard V eller’s
Sensational
B roadw ay success
which ran over
a year at the
48th street
theatre

I I ’s
Wonderful

IN SIX IM P R E S S IV E

R E ELS

Enacted by an All-Star Cast o f Principals

Y vonne Delva

Creighton Hale

Marc McDermott, M arie Shotwell, W a lter Law, Christine Mayo^
M A D A M L A G R A N G E TH E O C C U L T C L A IR V O Y A N T
Attem pts to solve the mystery o f the murder o f Stephen

Coats from $19.75 to $49.50

suns
M

in

all

the popular fabrics at

20

per cent discount from

Dresses, roR

Skirts, ‘V“

a m a r °kCeCd s i o n s

A R O U N D HER, S E A T E D IN A F A T E F U L C IR C L E
are a dozen people hanging upon her words
A

Vtgubur prices

$18.50 to $37.50

Y ml o » T a MVCH $3.98, $6.98, $8.50, $12.50

L ee

D E T E C T IV E SEEKS T H E M U R D E R E R
little thinking that he will be the next victim to be

S T R IC K E N

DOWN

BY

U NSEEN H A N D S

A scream in the darkness and another life has fle d —
T H A T O F T H E M A N IN T H E T H IR T E E N T H C H A IR

S ib prices in effect the balance of the month

B e rm a n ’s C lo a k S t o r e
59 Main Street

H O U L T O N , M A IN E

Nickersbn Block

Thrills

Suspense

M ystery

Th e Number “ 13” wont be unlucky for those who see this

drama

unmistakauiy lamt. i he one continues with or without reservations will not spect, forecast the arrival of a finan Aroostook and District aforesaid bankrupt
still a change this. Nothing can change it cial deluge to which American indif I Notice is hereby given that on the lfth
to finish ■but a reversal of the apparent decision ference is now contributing enormous day of January, A. D. 1920 the said Robert
i Monahan was duly adjudicated bankSenator Lodge, who in the past have j the job which was only begun in the of America permanently to quit Europe
, rupt and that the first meeting of creditors
ly.
to
abandon
participation
in
European
most acurately known and most close (war. This is a plaiu survival of the
i will be held at the office Edwin L. Vail. !■
HouJton on the 7th day of .February,
ly followed European events, have j voice and spirit so general 12 months affairs and concentrate on domestic
A. D., 1920, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon
most intelligently championed Am eri {ago and now exciting little more than ; concerns.
Notice of First Meeting of Creditors
i For the moment this is truly a voice
;at which time the said creditors may atcan association in world affairs within ! impatience n most quarters.
restricted limts, have, by the circum I The second voice is at the mom >nt crying in the wilderness, impressive to In the District Court of the United States j tend, prove their claims, appoint a trusfor the Northern Division of the Dis ; tee, examine the bankrupt and transact
stances o f the recent struggle in the . more impressive: it asserts with ear- a few only because of tho character of
trict of Maine.
In Bankruptcy.
i such other business an may property
Senate, been led to a position which ' nestness that carries conviction that the men who are behind this view.
Yet
one
cannot
accurately
portray
long
persistence
in
the
present
cours
>
! come before said meeting.
In the matter of
|
contrasts strangely with their past.
»
Robert Monahan
j In Bankruptcy
I Dated at Houlton, January 19th, 198#
A t this present moment the break by this country will main* inevitable Washington conditions at the present
Bankrupt
|
between the President and Congress a general financial and eronomic era -h hour without giving real attention to
EDW IN L. V A ID,
To the
creditors
of
said
Robert ;
is complete. Mr. W ilson’s physical ^In the world, which will have very the solemnity with whf h men, whose j
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Monahan
of
Mapleton
In
the
county
of
condition still prevents any close asso great ecroes here. To ratify the treaty names would attract attention and re- i

I ometer, is not doing. The war, its isAMERICAN INTEREST IN
I sues, its circumstances, are becoming I to assert that America has
OLD WORLD WANES more and more vague. Leaders like morale obligation to Europe

•y

Frank Simonds

. In nil the situation at the national
capital, two circumstances stead out
dearly, the first Is the total lack ot
Interest or concern with European
affairs, disclosed by the vast majority
ot men in and out ot national political
affairs, and the second is the not less
manifest apprehension and anxiety of
Hie few actually in touch with
■aropean affairs, over the situations
abroad which have grave menace for
America.
To put the thing simply: Washing
ton lies dismissed Europe, gone back
to domestic concern, to domestic
problems and troubles, but while It is
bow absorbed In these domestic conenms. la the first operations of a new
notional campaign, the conditions in
Ifeuope are going from bad to worse

ciation with the Democratic senators,
who are themselves a minority and a
divided minority. Mr. Lansing has j
told the Senate recently that he has |
not seen the President in four months,
a significant indication of the separa-!
tion of the cabinet minsiter responsible i
f0r foreign affairs from the chlel
executive. Ool. House, who was in
many respects the real representative ,
o f the President in European matters,
is equally remote from the White
House.
A t the same time Congress has d is-;
missed Europe and 1917-19 and concen
trated its attention upon the United j
States and 1920. W e are getting
further and further from Eurpean (
affairs at the precise moment when ,
European affairs are approaching a j
crisis, are actually at a crisis which \
within very brief weeks may lead to
a general crash, not merely o f chiefly
political, but even more financial and j
economic.
'

I> 1 e

■■
;;?v.
• .*

American Food Beat Soviet
" f f t oryono who was in Europe last
wtntar knows that the real defeat of
Bridhovtaa was achieved by American
fbod. Hoover was the man who
i toppsd tho Loaifio drive in the middle
«C Europe In 1919. Just as surely as
lt d * stopped It In 1918. But with
little, if any better in the
there is no longer a
and there is no American food
Moreover the overwhelming
fStalm In Oongresa is against any
rigthor European charities and even a
wall daftnttf demand for prompt payriant of Interest on the loans of the

Mat. three years.
Tho dlspats over the treaty of Paris
la tho Senate has served to obscure all
dlhor European questions. The country
ll weary of thlki dispute and it is going
through a reaction from Its European
adventures, which makes the strongest
possible contrast with the mood of 1917
and 1918. The exalted mood of the
wartime has not only disappeared, but
has given place to an equally strong
good of materialism. People who made
sfl sacrifices gladly to win the war are
demanding all possible concentraof American effort and energy to
them from further hardships or
oven sacrifice of a tolerable sort.
Tot the steady decline o f the rates
af exchange, the stream of verhaclous
reports coming from Europe reveal the
fact that the situation abroad so far
from improving, save in certain wholly
restricted areas, is steadily worsening,
i can read in the London financial
and in the French financial and
political dispatches the unmistakable
that Europe sees no other
for salvation, for the escape from
a crash, than can he found in pqpmpt
and far-reaching American participarim la the world situation.
Daapaiinp Attempt
Tho conference between the British
FTSach and Italian statesmen in Paris
la rscognised as an almost despairing
attempt to find within the countries
lapfXautsd a solution for the perils of
tho hour. But again and again such
Earopssn conferences end with the
dtseloeure that action of a decisive
sort Is still postponed against the hope
that tha American piood will change
ritf America return to her temper of
oaa uad two years ago.
Bat this Is exactly what America, so
fir as Washington Is an accurate bar-

is tired
o f European adventures,
believe that it is impossible longer to j
interest public attention in foreign i
problems, even when they have almost j
Immediate domestic appositeness. The I
result is that here at the seat o f ;
government, Europe is being Ignored, j
forgotten. The view is generally held
and expressed widely that America
completed "her bit” when the armistice
came, when the last food bounties and |
loans were made, that it is for Europe
now to find her feet as best she can
and it is for America to devote her
energies to the solving o f problems
which have become sources o f national
apprehension.
As opposed to this view, almost uni
versal two voices are heard, but both
Notice of First Meeting of Creditors
In the Diotrtct Court of the United Skater
for the Northern Division of the M s- !
triot of Maine.
In Bankruptcy
In the matter of
I
j
Alwln A. Ireland
| In Bankruptcy j
Bankrupt!
To the creditors of said Alwln A.
Ireland o f Westfield in the county of
Aroostook and District afOrsaid, bank
rupt.
0
,
Notice is hereby given that on the 7th '
day of January. A. D., 1920 the said Alwin A. Ireland was duly adjudicated j
bankrupt and that the first meeting •
of creditors will be held at the office of
Edwin L. Vail, in Houlton, on
the
24th day of January. A. P., 1920, at 10 j
o'clock In the forenoon, at which 4 time
the said creditors may attend, prov* ,
their claims, appoint a trustee, examine
the bankrupt, and transact such other (
business as may properly come before
said meeting.
Dated at Houlton, January 7th, 153R.
j
JSDW1N L. VAIL.

SHEPHERD OF THE HILLS
H a r o ld Bell W r i g h t

N O W IN

P IC T U R E S

!N T E N

PARTS

w

*•

• * *
A delig htful s t o r y of the O z a r k s p o r

%

t r a y in g th e lives of th ese h a r d y M o u n 
ta in e e rs w h o are a s clean cut a n d u n 
affected by the veneer of civilizatio n

as the ro ck bound hills in w h i c h th ey
live.

A sp le n d id pictu rizatio n of the

m o st p o p u la r A m e r ic a n novel.

M atinee 2 p. m. Prices, Adults 25c, Children 15c
Evening at 7, Prices 25, 35, 50 cents. Plus W a r T a x
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Notloe of First Meeting o ' Creditor* J
In the District Court of the United States j
for the Northern Division of the Dis- j
trlct of Maine.
In Bankruptcy.
In matter or
Eugene Theriault

| In Bankruptcy
Bankrupt.

To tho creditors of Eugene Theriault of
Fort Kent In the county of Aropstook and
District aforesaid, bankrupt.
Notice is hereby given that on the 19th
day of December, A. P., 1919, the said
Eugene Theriault
was
duly
adjudi
cated bankrupt: and that the first meeting
of creditors will be held at the office of
Edwin L. Vail in Houlton on the 7th day
of February. A. D.. 1920, at 10 o'clock
in
the
forenoon
at which
time
the said creditors may attend, prove
their claims, appoint a trustee, examine j
the bankrupt, and transact such other j
business as may properly come before !
said meeting.
Dated at Houlton. January 15th. 1920.
K D W IN L. V A IL ,
meferee In Bankruptcy i

SUE ON SECOND-HAND ORGANS
WwbBTW lo m e genuine bargains in second-hand
>? .*

lx

2 Days Commencing W ed. Jan. 21

mriF lead at any moment to a
ffcancial crash, which cannot but
involve title country.
It ls^he Judgment of one of the best
Informed observers in Washington
the month o f February will see
of the greteast world financial
panics In history, that the whole edifice
et paper credit and currency in Europe
W ill collapse and that the repercusrim * tn the United States will be
enormous.
Washington has been Informed that
Holy is on the verge of revolution. It
Iriews. officially, that Austria, the im
possible fragment carved out at Paris,
i i actually starving. It knows that ac
tual daatitution and genuine surplus so
Tired of European Adventures
fig as foodstuffs are concerned, exist
Congress, Washington, apparently
on either aide o f frontiers traced at
FSrls with regard tor racial considers the best Informed men in civil as well
gems but without concern for economic as official life believe that the nation 1

■■ ■■ ■

T

The Spread
of a Great Country
Swift’s Premium Oleomargarine is the most widely
distributed brand of oleomargarine.
It is a most excellent food to furnish strength for the
day's work and play. It is wholesome and contains a
high percentage of energy-creating elements.
Its wonderful delicacy of flavor, its richness, make
it ideal to serve on your table and to use in all your
cooking. Delicious rich cakes, smooth cream sauces,
tasty, well-seasoned vegetables, owe their goodness to

to offer.

■-S

One Beethoven 5 octave Organ in fancy case,
top with mirror.
A very fine,
fo r the home.
One Thomas Organ, walnut cate with top, 5
This would be • good organ for home or

One Meson A Hamlin 5 octave in mahogany
rtiTT. low top. This is an elegant toned organ and is •
hi fine condition.
W ould make good organ for
One Mason A Hamlin 5 octave Organ in oak
ease d a l finish, with top and mirror. This organ it a
hsooty mad has an excellent tone.
These Organs w ill bo sold at Bargains and can
ha seen at tha Store o f the

ASTLE MUSIC CO.
73 Main Street
Please call and look them over.

Houlton, M aihe

Swift’s Premium
Oleomargarine
The high quality o f this food entitles it to a place on every table.
Only the best and purest materials are used. It is prepared in cool^
spotless rooms, and is never touched by hands,
T o its other attractions this food adds the important one o f economy,
x ou make a worth-while saving on every pound you buy. Got a pack*
age from your grocer today.

Swift & Company, U. S. A.
Manufacturers o f

G em Nut Margarine
A High Quality Nut Margarine

'
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of these guilds until suddenly they apject. Little is known of the beginnings
peared, about the 14th century, more
powerfi.i than either the clergy or
temporal rulers who continually were
fighting for control of Utrecht.”

offset by the numerous “ picture brides’’ number of laborers’ wives going to
going from Japan to Japanese laborers America would restore the situation
chilling, but potatoes affected v,i;h net
in Ant 'rica.
to the wise basis reached by the
necrosis havo been fourd in Maine
P m Baptist
:
C'a. .va;x . lik.t ho sug ‘gentlemen’s agreement.’ The lack of
where there was no noscioil’ ty c i their
lUv. Mr. Jsaktos, Pastor.
gested to the Japanese that the “ gen a ‘ladies’ agreement’ permits economic
having been chilled. W hile the cause
Morning oorvico at 10.80 A. M.
tlemen’s agreement” should be supple friction to increase, with a certain
of this condition is not known we now
I H i y school at 12.00 M.
mented by a “ ladies’ agreement,” as result that none of us cares to
know what effects are liable*to follow
Tisag Psoplt’s masting t.00 P. M.
template.”
FINDS NEW METHODS
cabled.
from It. W ork has been going on for
Isg a iig servico at 7.00 P. M.
5 years to determine just what might
Mr.
Sherrill
said
that
his
investiga
OF DRYING FISH
Spatial music by choir.
be expected as the result of planting
The United States fisheries bureau tions convinced him beyond doubt that
Choir praotico Monday nights.
seed potatoe affected with net necrosis
has tacked on to its building in Wash the Japanese government had loyally
All aro cordially invited to come and
It has now been quite definitely proven
ington an annex that is to be devoted lived up to both the spirit and letter of
%aar the Rev. Mr. Jenkins
that potatoes affected In this way
to
laboratory investigations relating to the “ gentlemen’s agreement.”
Voeedoy night church prayer and
should never be used for seed purposes
the salting, drying and otherwise pre
Don't p r o l o n g aalw
Yet, he said, the sending of “ picture
GoDibi,
8 o r* _Tl
___ OoMa,
_ ....______
roo»,
The plants which grow from such
serving of aquatic food animals.
brides” to America “ imperils our rela
Grippe, Cramps, Ohttti, BQraftss,
Choreh of the Good Shepherd
tubers are in a great proportion weak
Strains, BraoetaMta, VooSBUIn e S
There are in the fishing industries tions more than you realize and for
great wastes due in part to the throw.
and spindling and the crop obtained
Rev. H. Scott Smith. Rector
reasons difficult for you to understand.
is small and disappointing.
Services
Breukelen, to the n° * ^ ' ves^ °*"
inR away of much good food material, All you see in this ‘picture bride’ sysRecently it has become evident that *8 a
Maly Communion at 8 a. m.
^ar’ a ° u
n ito i *)Ut a*s0 l a t e l y to imperfect methods tern is a proper desire o f your voung
there
may be some relat e,,, between conveys a reminder of the United of ,)reset.vallo„.
men to get wives from home. The sysAlso on the first Sunday in the
net
necrosis
and
leaf
roll
In
1916.
states
In
that
B
jw
k
lyn
.
New
York,
.s
Kxpert.s
of
the
tlaheriea
bureau
have
tern
surprises you
and jars uponour
month at 10.30
nlHvly found out how Hsh may „ e people , t ,gpot a que8tjon0( rlght or
Morning Prayer and Sermon at 10.30 1917. 1918 and 1919 net necrosis |,a namesake. From the little town
1b i doctor's prescription tor In
ternsi and external nee with a
potatoes from various sources have along the Vecht came the early <served by saltinR when the tompera.
Mvening Prayer and Sermon at 7
record of over K)0 rears of splen
wrong, but an affront to a long-prevail
ot
been
planted
upon
the
farms
of
the
su
tlers
of
Long
Island
where
there
ture
is
as
hJgh
as
88
degrees
This
is
did enoeees. A wonderf ul ly
Sunday School at noon
ing custom of our country where we
soothing, healing, paia banishing
Maine Agricultural Experiment Sta
Sta- grew the third largest city in the
anodyne upon which yen ean
accomplished
very
simply
by
carefully
are
as
greatly
attached
to
free
matriFirst Baptist
safely rely to
tion and have produced plants with ; United States.
removing all blood, roe (or melt) and monial choice by both parties as you
ieaf-roll sumptoms. That is the plants ! "Werkhoven, too, had better he
entrails as a preliminary. They “ go are to your reverence for your
2ov. ilrary C. Spood, pastorwere dwarfed and spindly, with the [avoided. It is a small place, and it was
bad at 20 degrees lower than the flesh, ancestors.
j
IBM M am in worship with lemon. leaves rolled or spoon-shaped, more so jthe home of the Van Uramms. It was
Pacific coast fishermen are being
“
A
ladies’
agreement’
limiting
the
1AM MMa Bohofl with classes for as they are closer to the soil, a n d ja Van Brainm who taught George
taught how to pickle herring by the
yellowish green.
Experiments are i Washington how to fight,
4 P, M. Jvator Christian Endeavor under way at Aroostook Farm to ; “ At Rhenen the former Kaiser might Scotch method, which will help to
make available incalculable stores of
lA t BMPdl smg service and sermon. determine whether the elimination o f ! find an historical companion in misery.
food now unutilized. Europe is largely
AM A^orma sting.
leaf roll is possible and whether its Friedrich of Pfalz, the exiled king of
T isslsj evsnlng at 7.84 m id-w eek reduction or elimination w ill make net Bohemia, took refuge there. Perhaps fed on herring caught in the North
sea, and our own population might
service.
the most noteworthy aspect of Rhenen
necrosis disappear.
enjoy
an equivalent advantage by
rehearsal each Tuesday even*
The Station appeals to the practical is its tower, imposing for its architec
drawing
upon inexhaustible supplies
Jpg at tie clese ef tke regular prayer potato growers of the State for ture, but 10 times more interesting for
of the same kind of fish obtainable
assistance in studying and securing its name. It bears the name of Kunera
from the waters of Alaska and the
First Congregational
data relative to this Important potato |daughter of the ruler of Orkney Isles,
northwest coast.
A. M. Thompson, pastor,
disease problem. Any reader of this who accompanied Ursula and her 11,Experiments are to be made in the
errlee at 10.30.
article who has observed net necrosis |ooo virgins on a pilgrimage to Rome.
preservation of oysters by drying. The
school at 12 o'clock, Bible among the potatoes which he grew Upon their return, according to the
Indians of the Chesapeake region and
hr men and women.
last season will materially add to our legend, now known
to have been
i tidewater Potomac, long before ColumPeoples meeting at CIS p. m knowledge of the distribution and based on a misreading of a Latin text
;’bus landed, dried oysters in great quan
^B M h i service at 7 p. m.
prevalence of the disease if he w ill the maidens were coming ashore at
tities in the sun, maintaining an im
BM per meeting Tuesday evening at write the Station to that effect. In Cologne when Huns killed them all.
portant trade in them with tribes far
return the Station will gladly examine except Kunera. Later she leaped to
VJA
inland. Thus the idea is no novelty,
and report on any suspected tubers her death from a castle parapet.
and it would presumably be applicable
which are sent in. It is also desired
“ From the Moravian settlement at
to clams as well.
to know when the disease first ap Zeist, the exile might learn much about
Pastor.
The method adopted, however, would
peared. W h at varieties have been humility, virtue and genuine piety.
probably be somewhat like that recent-j
f i l l l i worship at 10.30 a. m ^
attacked, and is there any difference Considerable property is held In com
ly tried for the drying o f mussels, I
in susceptibility? Is the disease on the mon by the residents. Not only are
warmed air being blown by power
Increase? Have yon conclusive evi widows distinguished by a special
and class for
driven fans over and through wire |
dence that It occurs where the tubers costume, as they are here during a
at AM p. a
trays (on lattice shelves) containing!
have never been even slightly chilled? period of mourning,
but married the
at O il
"meats.”
The
mussels thus j
Have you any evidence that the women and young girls also may be
“dehydrated” were then put through !
A m.
disease Is hereditary? Is it found when classified by their attire,
at 7.M.
a sausage-grinder and, assuming there’•C..v
either the parent stock or the progeny
organist and
i “ Then, too, there is a monument to upon the appearance of brown granules
are known certainly to be free from
j another thwarted ambition at Maars- ■would keep well in glass jars or paper
leaf roll. Any other information rela
jbergen, where stands the Pyramid o f] cartons. They were thus made availtive to this and similar potato troubles
Austerlitz, placed by Marmont’s sol- ' able at any time for soup or chowder.
will he appreciated.
*diers to commemorate the crowning of
WOODS,
CHAS
Napoleon.
Director.
TOLD JAPAN OF
PreshyteHsn
Bari ion
“ The ancient city of Utrecht is but
11 A. M.
BRIDE MENACE
12 miles to the northwest of Doorn, as
HOULTON
CHURCH
FORMER KAISER
Charles
H.
Sherrill
of New York,
the crow flies. That quaint city, with
former
American
minister
to Argentina
Unitarian
a tier of cellar stores along its canals,
Military Street at KeUsraa
A fter the patient Count Bentlnck, surmounted by stately old homes was told the American-Japan Society that
Bervlea regnhurly every who had invited W illiam Hohenzollern the scene of treaty making which, in the “ gentlemen’s agreement” between
Sunday at 10:80 a. m.
to Mlddachten castle fo r a few we‘eks, its hearing directly on Great Britain, Japan and the United States was being
C M U J lU i & K V I O S

pearing trouble may be produced by

“ Ii is the whim of those kindly patrici.'.ns to put a motto by the roadside
of their estates, instead of in the par
lor:, as C....0 did the New England
family. He who travels the canals, the
trams, or the sandy roads may read
such expressive inscriptions as ‘W ell
Content,’ ‘My Satisfaction,’ ‘Joy with
Peace,’ ‘Pleasure and Repose.’ Some
|correspondent may find it worth the
cable tolls to wire the adage that
adorns the former Kaiser’s new home.
“ When reporters lose interest in
Herr Hohenzollern, he might neglect
woodchopping for tramping and find,
within this land of easy distances,
some pleasurable and profitable ‘hikes’

Cet
Well—

Johnson’s
Anodyne

Linim ent

Get
Well—

RIGHT
a package
before the war

5

a package
during the war

5

B
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m
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LEAF R O lltff POTATOES
That There May be Some
Relation Between Them,
list necrosis is characterised by
brown, brownish black, or
Mask streaks In the flesh of the potato
more particularly at the stem
W e discoloration often forms a
or lsss impsrfect network In the
m ef that portion of the tuber
After one becomes familiar
the trouble It le not difficult in
to pick out potatoes
not necrosis, even those but
agected, by simply examining
stem end In good light If the
is present it is frequently
to see a suggestion of the
bowing through the more or
skin. The scar on the
by the breaking off of the
on which it grew Is usually not
normal In appearnce. Suspected
readily confirmed by cutting
M s thin slice of the flesh at the basal
Is a fungous disease of the
associated with a stem trouble
as wilt which might be confuswith net necrosis; bnt wilt is rare
and net necrosis apparently
In the case of the tuber trouble
with the wilt of the growplant, the discoloration is conto a limited and definite part of
known as the vascular or
system. This latter
In cross sections of healthy
ns n feint ling a short distance
the outside surface and runs out
Mlp snrh eye. With the wilt disease
ring, and this only, shows
or browning. The discolora4s sharply limited and may form
or lets complete ring in a
dNdfc Mstion of tho affected region of
taker. Net necrosis on the
shows streaks and network
other portions Of tho flesh of
especially outside of
ring.
M l conclusive evidence has yet been
to show that net necrosis is
• parasitic nature. A similar sp

began to Inquire how many more
months his ex-royal guest was likely
to remain, “his majesty” took the hint,
and prepared to move from Amerongen
to a country place he purchased at
Doorn, which is the subject of the
following bulletin from the National
Geographic Society.
“D raw a line from Amsterdam to
Utrecht, Holland, extend it southeastward, and It pierces a low, sandy
region of country places, tiny farms
and busy little towns, homes of such

and indirectly on the world, has not
been surpassed in importance until the
Paris conference in 1919. For it was
the Treaty of Utrecht, formulated at
the close of the war of the Spanish
succession, that amplified the English
colonial empire, gave her Newfound
land, Nova Scotia and Gibraltar, and
. developed trade policies that confributed to her world commerce,
“ Problems of capital and labor, now
confronting England and the United
|states, make the rise of the famous
keeping, craft guilds in Utrecht a timely sub

general industries as bee
cheese making and truck gardening.
Among these towns are Maarsbergen.
Driebergen
and
Zeist
and
also
Amerongen and Doorn.
'A ll of these towns are In Utrecht,
smallest province of Holland, being
F IV E M IL L IO N
about one-half the area of Rhode Island
USED I T L A S T
and having hut a few thousands more
B I L L ’S
people than Providence. There is a
certain sameness about these miimture Newports (N le ^ o o r t , by the way
Is among them) and the man who
chafed because his empire was t o o !
small, and strove to be conspicuous j
s »o m s *
above all others, now professes to j
Standard cold remedy for 20 years
—in tablet form— -safe, rare, no
crave only to be let alone in this toyopiates— breaks up a cold in 24
‘ ours— relieves grip in 3 days.
land setting, and to occupy a villa j
Money back if it fails. The
like scores o f other substantial, pleas
genuine box has a Red
>p w i t h
Mr. H ill's
ing, bnt not pretentious places of the
picture.
Dutch country gentry.
A t AU Drug Starmm

A s k for

H I L L ’S

‘ATONIC

SLOW
\
A ch e s, pains, ne-vousness. diffi
c u lty in u r in a tin g , often mean
serious cl iso1J e r T h e
w o rld ’s
standard remc-l, fo r kidney, liver,
bladder ana u: _ acid trou b les—

GOLD MEDAL
c a p

w - r a c .,
SUE-

tiring quick relief and often w u d off
deadly diseases. Known as the national
« indy of Holland for more than 200
years.
A ll druggists, in '^ree sized,

1ST

l a s k for the u m * Gold Medal cr> «~«-ry box

CASCARAjjj^ QUININE

Y O U R finest silk W aists—H ow would
you like to use them to sift your flour?
Sounds extravagant,, doesn’t it?—Y et
w e do practically the same thing with

William Tell
Flour
The Restful Tea
SAVES SU G A R
Steeped properly, 5 to 7, never more
than 7 minutes-Served at once, you
will be privileged to enjoy a tea deli
cacy, the flavor of which is so good,
you will enjoy it without sugar - and
save sugar.
3519

Every pound of W IL L IA M T E L L Flour
is sifted through finest silk— not once,
but thirteen times.
Expensive? Yes, but W IL L IA M T E L L
must be the finest and best flour that
ean be made, and silk sifts the flour
better and finer than a ly other
material yet discovered.

Your dealer sells and recommends
T and K Formosa Oolong and India
T and K Orange Pekoe Ceylon
y o u M t — a lw a y s t a k a

NOW

THE FLAVOR LASTS
SO DOES THE PRICE!

IN HISTORIC LAND

on the 14th and 28th
BOhool every Supday at 12:00
F. Mowery, Minister
124 Burnt Btraet
TeL 180-W

package

The “M A IN E ” TE A S
Thurston and Kingsbury Co.
Bangor, Maine

w

This is only one of many expensive
processes which we employ in our
efforts to make W IL L IA M T E L L a
perfect flour for you.

______ _______j. Stops food soaring
moating, and all stomach miseries.

S S & lk & & 2 5 :J S g ! S &

EATOOTCis t>Mbest remedy. Teas of thoo•MM wonderfully benafludr Only coats* cent
rtweaoiiy to o ^ i t ,

For Boto by O. F. French 4 8on
Houlton, Maine

B e t t e r tett i / o u r ( t r a c e r t t u t a i j — 'W illiam
It costfs

ik )

w on

to i/sr (he best

Tell
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i^ l M o a a n
The Gold Brick
IWILL PRAISE IT
King Spruce
WHEREVER 1‘LL CO|Perlycross

Day i

CLASSIFIED a d s
KNIGHTS OF THE GRIP
TO MEET HERE FEB. 20 Fora k in d s of d r e s s m a k in g and

CL ASS I F I ED ADS

C L ASS I F I ED ADS

plain

Wanted— A farm to work on the halves Wanted— Office desk or table. Jackins
se ,•*! .g, inquire of Mrs. G. H Day, 28
Address Box 53 Blaine, Me
! Cashel Byrons Profession
& Jackins, Market Square
53tf
The meeting ot the United Com
Mrs. Go** Didn't Believe It Possible i Man of the Hour
High street
13p
43p
mercial Travelers held here last winter
For Medicine To Do What Tanlac
; Soldiers of Fortune
Tie makers wanted at once. Apply
to accommodate the large mini11' r <r F o r S ale — Seco n d-han d cook-stove. Vote for Theodore J. Fox for Sheriff
j Andrew tho Glad
Has Done
to Jas. S. Peabody. Bangor street.
sheet iron heater, and other house
at
the
Republican
primiaries
June
j Loaded Dice
Aroostook traveling men was mi
47tf
hold furniture. Tel. 157-2
21,
1920.
Try
a
business
man.
successful that a similar meeting will
“ I didn’t believe it was possible for 1The Real Adventure
Es. 13
Common Cause
Remingtftn Automatic Rifle for sale You can still afford a D iam ond R in g
be held here on Feb. 20 when Bangor
anything to help me like Tanlac has,” The Short Cut
if you will buy it o f Osgood the
T o L et— T w o or three f u r n is h e d ro o m s
35 calibre, used twice, not fired more
Council U. C. T. will bring it’s officers
was the statement made by Mrs. Vance j Over the Top
Jeweler.
suitable for light housekeeping, if
than 25 times. Good trade. See B.
here to do the work and enjoy the
Goss, who lives at 1125 Elm s tree t,! Son of the Wind
desired. Inquire at TIMES office.
E. Anderson, Houlton Shoe Hospital
A. I). 13
hospitality of its Aroostook county
Manchester, N. H.. in an Interview The U. P. Trail
32 If you need y o u r repairing done the
Honey Bee
same day take it to Osgood’s Four
with a Ta.ilac representative, a few Spriggles
members.
Man Repair Shop.
VTcrceJ— A limited n u m b e r of pupils
A competant committee is at work
days ago.
Call of the Blood
to tutor, mathematics preferred. B a n k B o o k No. 9115 issued by the
Houlton Savings Bank is reported
making plans for the entertainment
Mrs. Eva L. To/.ier. 50 l ’arce Ave.
‘•For several years 1 have been In Vendetta of the Hills
lost, and this notice is given, as Coupons for typewriters ribbons may
Dri
and
I
Tel.
527-1
31p
and through the generosity of
the
had health troubled with Indigestion
be exchanged at the TIM ES office
required by law, that a duplicate
,
.
.
.The Goose Girl
for any machine.
book may be issued. L. O. Ludwig
nervousness and a general run down |Man Hlgher u p
Houlon Lodge B. I*. O. E., the meeting F o r S a le — A 14 rcom
he use
with
Treas. January
9, 1920.
I
will he held in Elks club house.
condition” continued Mrs. Goss. “ I had Mountains of the Morning
<l 'ctric lights, bath and iiirnace on
*
4 i ----------------------------------------------- North street. Apply to Mrs. Geo.
82 ' Osgood the Jeweler replaces broken
inch a poor appetite that many a time The Colonials
Donnelly, North Road.
23
spectacle lenses same day. No long
1 ate only one meal a day and hardly Tides of Barnegat
ELECTION NATIONAL BANK
The Iron Woman
a
M a n W a n t e d to sell s eeds in each ; waits or Big Prices at Osgoods.
ever over two, and even then It was W its and the Woman
M e n w anted to cut hard
and
soft
F i r s t Natio n al B a n k
county. A good paying position for ;
wood by the cord. Job within mile
the very lightest kind of food.
I The Milanders
a man acquainted with farming. JOsgood the Jeweler wishes tc thank
The annual meeting of the stock
and a half from town, good price by
Experience not necessary but hon- ( his friends and patrons for this
would have terrible pains across my Soldier of Virginia
holders of the First National Bank
the cord. Applv to H. W. Richards
Love
Tim
e
in
Picardy
esty
and industry are. Steady work. ■ excellent business given him in 1S1I.
chest and in my stomach after eating The Arrow of Gold
.was hold on Tuesday, Jan. 13.
13
Cobb Co., Franklin, Mass.
a fear bites and it just seemed nothing Free to Serve
The following officers were elected:
41p 1Diamond Prices are higher than ever
B a n k B o o k No. 12339 issued by the
a all would agree, with me. Most all The Evasion
-------------------------------------------------- in the world's history, but they are
: President, C. H. Pierce
Houlton Savings Bank is reported
the time 1 had a sharp pain across Sophy of Kravonia
i Vice President, A. T. Putnam
lost, and this notice is given, as For Sale— One Long 8led, One set Bob ; 8li ° p ’er at Osgoo<l8 thaa at any other
Diamond Master
sleds, the famous Bowker’s Stock- j 81
tho small of my back that felt like a The Silence of Mrs. Maitland
required by law, that a duplicate
Directors, Geo. B. Dunn. W.
I’ .
bridge Fertilizers, one double key----------- book may lie issued. L. O. Ludwig
haife stlckng In me and if I started Held to Answer
Mansur, Jas. Madigan, Jas. M. Pierce,
board Smith Premier Typewriter, j Nice warm comfortable rooms to let.
Treas.
January
16.
1920.
33
to stoop over 1 could hardly bear it My F ive Thousand A Year
iThos. V. Doherty.
only a step from the Poet Office.
complete office grill work fence with
aervea were so upset that I was never The Marshal
Apply to C, G. Lunt, Mechanic St.
lock-door. Geo. A. Hall Co.
A R 008 T 00K M UTUAL FIRE INSUR
Farmers National Bank
The Missioner
or at TIM ES office.
453
able to get a night’s rest and when it Amibltion o f Mark Truitt
The following directors were electANCE COMPANY
wus time to get up I felt as tired as Undying Fire
The Annual Meeting of the Aroos
i ed:
CARD OF THANKS
Subscriptions for any Magazine or
if ( hadn’t been to bed at all. From Tippecanoe
} Frederick A. Powers, John S. Weil- took Mutual Fire Insurance Company
Newspaper’ may be left at the
To all our friends and neighbors;
Daughter
o
f
Brahma
will be held at the Secretary’s office,
va* — H»g till night I was weak and
TIMES
Office, where the lowest
er,
Simon
Friedman,
Dr.
Charles
E.
who
showed
so
much
kindness
and
j
Young W allingford
Presque Isle, Wednesday, January 21,
wont oat and if I started to do my The Girl from His Town
Williams, Joseph A. Browne, Llewel- 1920 at 10.30 o’clock A. M., for the sympathy during the sickness and { price can be obtained.
iD lliT W t I would give out and would Lasarre
j lyn H. Powers, Col. Frank M. Hume, election of Directors and any other death o f our wife and mother and to |valued subscriber says MEvery
I p e to top and rest several times Lady of the Crossing
business that may come before said all who sent flowers, we extend o u r jA
heartfelt thanks
and gratitude. j time that I have used these columns
Long Ansel Lumbert, Leland O. Ludwig.
W ar
meeting.
faring tho day.
! Frederick A. Powers was re-elected
MR. A. H. DREW
| for selling articles, they have been
ERNEST T. M cG LAU FLIN.Sec’v.
**After seeing Tanlac endorsed by so
MR. C. O. G R A N T
j successful.” Try them.
president; John S. Weiler, vice presi
MISS EMMA YETTON
MRS. H. E. T IN G L E Y
■mat people I decided to give it a
dent; Walter F. Titcomb, cashier;
MRS. W. E. CARR
The death of Miss Yetton occurred j
bow 1 am certainly glad 1
AUTOMOBILE
BUSINESS
Typewriter Ribbons for all machines
Russell H. Brittan, assistant cashier.
as well as Carbon Paper made by
took Kr IhrTfght trou the sta*t it help Friday at the Aroostook hospial >
Local
distributor
wanted
fo r i
Webster—There’s
none better. Oat)
MAIBOHM
SIX,
four
models
touring
I
following
an
operation
of
a
serious
ed me sad 1 can hardly realize the
Miss Helen Bither has accepted a
or send to TIMES Office.
sells for $1395. Racked by a factory :
nature.
|
change that baa come over me. My
position as bookkeeper for Bryson building high class bodies 32 years,!
Miss Yetton was born in Houlton Lumber Co.
appetite has come back and 1 can eat
Merchants and ProfeeaJonal men de net
and automobiles four years. Extensive j
have to buy coupon books for type
H m good meals every day and enjoy 40 years ago, the daughter of the late
Mrs. Harry H. Marr of Hodgdon advertising campaign being conducted. |
writer ribbons. Buy your ribbons at
thorn for 1 am not bothered with Nahan and Elmira Yetton and has |spent Saturday and Sunday with Mr. Our dealers proposition will interestj
the TIMES office as you need them.
live
business
men.
W
e
can
make
im
Often
the
man
who
aruges
most
ag
Indigestion In any form. The pain lived here practically all her life andMrs. W. C. Adams, High street.
mediate deliveries and the opportunity gressively convinces only himself. But
•sssas tho small of my back has entire where she enjoyed the respect o f a
Remember the Old Folks Dance at is great on account of the shortage of
Public stenography and bookkeeping
ly disappeared and so have the pains large circle of friends.
done by Alda Greeley, formerly
Watson Hall this Wednesday evening good light six cylinder cars. Mann we can convince you that we know
Commercial Instructor at Benia
She is survived by one sister, Mrs. The music and dance start at 8 o’clock Motor^ ( ar Co. 801 Boylston St. Bos how to keep babies well and we have
la my cheat and stomach. My nerves
ton. Mass.
Business College, Bangor. Room 4
the goods to do it with. Just to be dif
ore steady snd*l sleep so sound at Geo. W. Van Tassell and one broth er, SHARP.
Frisbie Block or telephone 14SW
ferent, we run a stay well Drug Store
somebody has to call me in Isaac Yetton o f Boston.
Mrs. H. B. Hussey returned last
44tf
RANCH
FOR
SALE
and
sell
preventions
preferably
to
Funeral services were held Sunday : week from a trip to Bath. N. B.. where
tho a w ^ g before I can wake up and
One of the best farms in south cures, that is why we sell so many
1 flsol so rested and rofreahed when I from the home o f her sister, conduct-, 8 k 0 was the guest of Nir and NIrs.
For 8ale— One o f the beet farvne In
central Maine, nearly 2000 acres, 3000 goods for the babies comfort.
Lincoln Co., nice hay or potato land,
ed
by
Rev.
Thos.
Whiteside
pastor
of
g it ip
I can do all my housework
Coleman Shaw.
apple trees 5 to 10 years old. cattle
Vz mile to R. R., 2% miles to village
We
now
want
to
sell
you
hot
water
the
M.
E.
Church,
burial
being
made
H myself and do not get tired in the
stable for 75 or 80 cows, cement water
with creamery, canning factory and
bottles
nothing
like
them
in
this
cold
trough
and
floor,
also
dressing
pit.
Hen
in
Evergreen
cemetery.
leant Wherever I go I will praise
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
all advantages, nifce set of buildings
( Whereas:
Henry C. Fanjoy of sheep and hog houses, creamery, winter weather for making baby glad.
I B h e and I hope others will read my
with running water to house and
; Linneus, County of Aroostook, and machine shop and tool shed. Spring Just fill one up with hot writer and
barn. Over 20 head o f stock on
platsmaat and be benefited by my
THE THIRTEENTH CHAIR
State of Maine by his mortgage deed water in all buildings.
place at present. Chewonki Stock
At the Bijou Theatre Jan. 21, 1920
aipartmuT with this medicine.”
House, two large stables and cattle w rap it up and lay at baby’s feet, see
'dated July 30th, 1912 and recorded in
Farm, WiscasBet, Me.
22p
how
fsesh
he
will
get
up
in
the
morn
barn
connected.
Large
hay
barn
and
Stephen Lee Was a Dirty Cad!
* U g a o is sold In Boulton by Mun: the Aroostook
Registry
of
deeds
Somebody murdered Stephen Lee! Volume 263 page 404 conveyed to me two sets of farm buildings on ranch, all ing. Just the same for every member For Sale— No. 116. Farm 2 miles from
vaM West Mnd Drug Store, Island Falls
, the undersigned, the following describ in best of repair. Pasture fenced with of the family. Ours are the kind that
Brunswick P. O. 1-3 miles to rural
W
ho
was it?
tp S. R. Crabtree, Fort, Kent by Staned Real estate viz: A certain tract or Page wire. Several thousand cords don't leak, and they stay warm a long
school Fine for dallying and potato
You’ll
never
guess
right
in
a
k f BarrllL—Advt.
parcel of land with the buildings there hard wood and large amount of green
raising, 500 cords good hard wood
thousand years.
on. situated in said town of Linneus, growth. On state road, good school time, in fact you can’t afford to be
on stump with lumber for home use
and
churches
near.
without one.
It ’s the W orld’s Greatest Mystery being a part of Lot numbered nine (9)
40 acres, level fields can be machine
800 tons hay and about 400 bbls
• range eleven (11) in said Linneus,
worked, cuts 35 tons o f hay.
W e can sell you the best botttle at
Play!
year.
Great
soil
for
bounded as follows, commencing at the apples last
Complete
with 9 cows, 100 quart milk
Mow that the Christmas rush is
the
lowest
price.
For
we
give
Drug
It Kept Broadway Audiences Guesssouth west corner of said lot number potatoes. Can be used for cattle or
route, 50 hens and various farming
offer and people bare more time tor j jng f0r over a Year t
sheep
ranch
or
both.
One
of
the
best
Store
Service
that
Serves.
Three
reg
ed nine (9) thence running north thirty
tools $8000. Can quote price on
TCtdtnf. they are taking advantage o f , it ’ll kfeep you Guessing, Too, or Wo (80) rods, thence east nineteen (19) plants in the state for one, two or istered Apothecaries.
farm alone. Salt water within 5
rods, six and on half ( 6 1*,) feet, thence three men
tho Circulating Library which the|Mls8 0ur Guess
miles, best of state and Federal
Reason
for
selling
owner
died.
Cost
running south twenty one ( 2 1 ) rods,
roads in ever direction. Village pop.
T R IM is conducting.
j Come Earl or You W ill bo Sadly thence west twenty-seven <27i rods $8o,00i) to $100 ,000 . will sell at a great
about 9000, good markets, best of
hi addition to the following books ■Digappointed!
to the place of starting, containing sacrifice. To see is to appreciate; he
schools and Bowdoin College. Have
which* are In the Library at the
> acres, more glad to show
Admission 15 and 30 cents, war tax three and one half
other just attractive propositions.
or less.
C. L. Douglas, Real Estate bought
pmaent time, the latest fiction
is i included.
Being the same land which
was
T 1 C. R. SIMMONNS
and sold, Room 4 Odd Fellows Blk.
being constantly added, a number of j
----------------conveyed to the said Henry <’. Fanjoy
Brunswick, Me.
41
O ak land , M a in e
48 68
M V book, Men w w k. which
the { g o v e r n o r C A R L E.
by Alice Sprague, by her deed of
rutdants of Houlton and surrounding
warranty dated May 14th, 1909. re
MILUKEN CANDIDATE
corded in the Aroostook Registry of
Imres the beet there is at a small
in vol 242 page 291.
FOR RENOMINATION deeds
i h u m per day.
Now. therefore the conditions In
Anyone may take advantage of this
Gov. Milliken has announced his said mortgage are broken, by reason
candidacy
for nominaton at the June whereof I claim a foreclosure of said
library.
mortgage, and give this notice for that *
primiaries.
Tin Desort of Wheat
Beach
purpose.
Heart of the 8un*et
*
He says in his announcement that Houlton. Maine January ,14th, 1920.
/nilth of Blue Labe Ranch
he would accept the nomination “ with
.
LE
LA
N
D
O
LUDWIG
loan As Co.
Little Moments ot Happiness Kellard out urging or solicitation on my part."
X

It’s alFact

CIRCULATING LIBRARY

Munro’s West End
Drug Store

i |m

that Never Grew Up
Shu* of Music Mountain
The Other Side ot the Door
Parker
The Right of Way
Recreation of Brian Kent
Lamp hi the Desert
Tin Soldier
World of Wonderful Reality
Lady of the Night Wind
Bella of San Juan
Curwood
Tho Rivers End
The Bunders
Sherry
McCutcheon
Tho Rain Girl

The firemen were called to the B.
& A. section Thursdy night for a fire
in the Cleveland Potato house. The
damage was about $2000 on the build
ing covered by insurance. The stock
was not damaged.

~
NOTICE
All persons having bills or accounts
against the Town of Houlton are
requested to present .same for settle
ment.
.
Stewart Edward White
FRAN K A. PEABODY
Curwood
Isabel
HOWARD WEBB
Stranded In Arcady
ROBERT M. L A W L IS
Mnld and W ife
Selectmen of Houlton
A Challenge to Adventure
Beach January 12, 192 k

The Net
Honor of the Big Snows
The Triumph of John Kars
Penny of Top Hill Trail
Thp StrongJHouri
The'Red
T M Lkm’s Mouse
Jortf
The Danger Trail
The Me" from Brodneys
The Road to Providence
The Yukon TwJLRainbow* B uA jT
The Way of X*Man
The Iron Trail
BMW of K W I «
pegap
the Hills

T ra p p ers
Take
Notice !

Ship all
and get
else. 1
Highest

*

m
m

SAVE MONEY
Boys’ W inter Gaps. Gloves, Shoe*-.

Rinehart

Rubbers, Knit Caps, Oversocks, Boys’
|Overcoats

12 to

20

years.

Men’.-

Beach Handknit Mittens, Oversocks, Single

Beach Coats. Vests Sizes 34-36.

W ill be sold

Day' less than cost.-

Chambers

Vfcfte America
of Honey Moons
__ at tho Lend
Toot* « d Andthw
U r e of the North
‘ <1* German VeU
ef Slander Sword*
The Smith

FOX BROS. COMPANY

Parker

v

WILLIAM H. CALUNAN

*

Bango-, Mam**

In tim Clearing
a Man’s A Man
^
of Frivolous ABatrs
In BHvor_

s•mgeone
ir s rand
& Somebody
.Chambers

TbePrarfaW ifa

ThaMan Who Won
Ttoraproni Days
T h o v a lls y of Vbrioa
Tho H m S s Vagey

Branding Iron
___ S S q rM artar
Tho Blgitihg Mtol
!B t Curator Glory
Groan Valhg
T lJ A w R o ja
Tho Sign at Ste
The Tiaasnrs Trail
M e Country andthe Wonhn
hm g Live the King
Tho Jast and Unjust
Kugglpe of Rod Gap
ThaSagehrusher

To tin- Hon Justice of the Supr*-Tii-•
Judicial Court, next to Im* h“ ld at
Houlton, in tho ( ounty of Aroostook
ami St a to of Maim-:
Vella G. Howard of Easton in said
County of Aroostook, respectfully re
presents that on the twenty-second
day of December 1909 at Presque Isle
in said county she was lawfully mar
ried to Perley H. Howard, that over
dneo said time she luis conducted horse'f towards said Libelee as a faith
ful. true and affectionate wife hut that
said Libelee regardless of his marriage
covenant and fluty, on the 4th day of
December. 1916, utterly deserted your
Libelant without cause, and that said
desertion has continued to the pr -sont
time, being more than t h r e e yearn
during which time he has contribu ed
nothing to her support:’
That your Libelant has made diligent
inquiry, hut that the residence of said
Libelee* is unknown to your Libelant,
and cannot be ascertained by reason
a b le

d iligen ce.

That

th ere

in n o

#

r o l-

*

'

to greet you at any time and it gives
us pleasure to tell you how we can
save you money and make your old
apparel look as geod s new. Our
work In
CLEANING AND PRE88ING
is always satisfactory.
W e use
modern methods and get all work
out promptly.
When can we call for your soiled or
wrinkled garments?

COSTELLO

ft

SULLIVAN

Room 10, Mansur Block

we will pay interest at

*

m

x
x

the rate o f 2 per cent on
m

Checking b a la n c e s o f
$500 or m ore

*

EMUD

m

X
X
X

*

X
X

*

#
*

X

*

*

X

*
*

\y^

*
*
*

m

*

*

|||

*

lusion between them to obtain a di #
vorce; but that your Libelant believes
that said bonds of matrimony ought *
to be dissolved, wherefore she prays *
‘ hat a divorce may be decreed.
And your Libelant further prays
hat she may have the custody of their
ninor child, named Percy L. Howard.
V E L L A C. HOWARD.
Signed and sworn to before me this
29th day of December. 1919.
FRED P. W H ITN E Y .
Notary Public. L. S.
(L. S.)
Supreme Judicial Court
In vacation, Houlton, December 30,1919
In this action it is ordered by the
court that notice be given said Liblee,
by publishing the libel and this order
of court three successive weeks in thie
Houlton Times, a newspaper printed
and published at Houlton in said
County of Aroostook, the last publica
tion to be at least thirty days before
the next term of this court in said
County of Aroostook to be held at
Houlton, in said county, on the third
Tuesday of April, 1920; that he may
then and there appear and defend if
he sees fit.
LE S LIE C. CORNISH,
m
Chief Justice of the Supremo Judicial
m
Court,
A true copy of libel and order of n
court thereon.
m
Attest: MICHAEL M. CLARK.
31
Clerk.

m
m
m
m
m

WE ARE GLAD

om m encing February 1

#

#
your Muskrat Skins to m* .
mnn' than you will a i v w h ' f "
want till that you can catch.
*
1’riccs Laid.
*

Box 39

X

*

LIBEL FOR DIVORCE

of Fifty-Three
’SrSwjr-

ThtW orM For Bala
T in Moenm W ay

x

IK

m

Houlton Trust Co.
Houlton, Maine

m
x
m

m
X

4 per cent Interest on Savings Account

n

X
X
X

m
IK
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PAOB 8 i m

The run was made by the Maine
A member of the W. C. T. U.t she
The funeral was held at her home
dealers, at Bangor and Portland, using was an ardent prohibitionist, and for
on High street, Rev. E. C. Jenkins,
The local buyers are paying $5.50 their own drivers, and a Portland
years looked hopfully forward to the pastor of F. B. church conducted the
but the cold weather of the past few stock touring ear, a Series 9-B Frank ■time when the liquor traffic would be services, assisted by Revs. Mr. Whitelin which previously had been run outlawed, and the saloon be a thing ; side and Speed.
days has prevented farmers from 10,779 miles. It was made to demon
of the past, her hope was realized, she
The bearers were the four grand
strate the wonderful road ability of the saw the day and was glad.
sons, Oliver and Carlton Grant, Philip
hauling many in.
Franklin Car, as driven by Maine men,
Mrs. Drew was born in Hodgdon in Tingley and W ilder Carr. The pro
H. ts. r r « U ol canoou was a buai- j A lian Quiniuy of the standard
mostly on Maine roads, such conditions
The Produce News says:
fusion of beautiful flowers and large
MS caller in town Saturday.
I Veneer Co.. Stockholm and now living
as they were, between Christmas and 1S3S, the youngest of seven children
There were extremely light receipts New Years.
she lived to be the last of her family. gathering of friends bore eloquent
HIM Silo Gillin of Bangor was the in i>0rtland. was in town Thursday for
testimony to* the esteem and affection
of potatoes this week and the docks
The roads from Boston through In early life she was married to Mr. in which the deceased was held. The
O f Miss Donnell last week.
|a brief stay.
and terminals cleaned up more closely Portland, Augusta and W aterville to Joseph Grant, a few years later remains were laid in the vault a f Ev
came the Civil war, and Mr. Grant
Albert Doak left Saturday for a j Mrs. \y. \v. Haskell and daughter of
last week than at any time since the Bangor, were average good for smooth- with other young men, answered the ergreen cemetery waiting interment
IPItlta Visit In New York with his j Hodgdon spent Saturday and Sunday
nes, but were slippery with snow a” d
beginning of he season. Low tempera- ice. From Bangor to Houlton. there call, and went South to fight for his in the early spring.
'fltoter.
j with Mr. Geo. Haskell and family
tures in the Northwest prevented ship- I were deep ruts on the road around Country. He never came back, far Thou art gone to the grave, but we
. )fls e Rose Holmes of Presque Is le ,, on Franklin street.
will not deplore thee,
Passadumkeag and Macwahoc, with from home and loved ones he filled a
the week-end with Miss Hortense j The members of St. Andrews Club ping from those secions, while Maine new snow after the latter place was soldiers grave.
Though
sorrow and sadness enconTand State farmers are not inclined to
pass the tomb.
passed.
W hite.
|are giving another dance at Watson
After some years of widowhood
offer their potatoes on the present
From Houlton to Blaine, roads were Mrs. Grant became the w ife of Mr. The Savior hath passed Through its
Dr. P. W. Mitchell is expected to Hall this coming Thursday at 7.30 P.
market. The advance in producing smooth and slippery with only one A. H. Drew of New’ Limerick, in a
portals before Thee,
arrive home from New York on Friday M. All are welcomed.
sections has ranged 20 @ 30c per cwt. long drift, which was passed by going few years they came to Houlton, and The light of His love was thy guide
Mrs. Jennie McDonald head sales
A tkis week.
for the last thirty years have made
through the gloom.
and in scftne instances 40c. This caus around into the field.
Tke Harmony Whist Club met with lady for Joe Bernstein is in New York
their home here. Mrs. Drew leaves
From
Blaine
through
Presque
Isle
Thou art gone to the grave, but ’twore
ed a rather usettled feeling at the
to mourn her loss, besides the sorrow
H M , R. W. Shaw on Court street and Boston on a buying trip and
wrong to deplore thee,
opening on Monday, but owing to the a n d to Fort Kent, the roads were drift ing husband, four children, Mg. C. O.
WeAnesdgy afternoon.
studying the fashions.
extreme cold very little stock was un ed badly, necessitating a number of Grant of this town, the son of her Since God was thy ransom, thy
Doris Powers of Brookline
Miss Luelia Haley of Upper Wood- loaded. Nearly everything offered was low gear pulls, and were covered with first marriage, Mr. A. H. Drew now
guardian, thy guide,
new snow the entire distance.
la visiting her sister, Mrs. Geo stock N. B. spent several days of last more or less chilled and some lots were
in
San
Jose,
Cali.,
Mrs.
H.
E.
Tingley
He
gave
thee, He took thee, He soon
The Franklin car carried two men,
of tho
unde frozen.
Prices
rangedstate
$5.50 <
g> 6.75
per
will restore thee,
A Dana oa Main street.
week at
the hnmp
home of
o f her
her unne.
165
ba(,3
cither
or
Maine
the driver and an observer, from Bos and Mrs. W. E. Carr of Houlton, six
and four great-grand W h ere Death hath no sting, since the
Mr. and Mrs. Murdoch McKay are Bennett Haley, North street.
, stock, as to condition, but more favor- ton to Houlton, and from Houlton to grand-children
children.
Savior hath died.
Boston.
But
from
Houlton
to
Fort
The city of Woodstock has ju s t ! abiG weather later in the week caused
■Wiling congratulations on the birth
Kent and return three men were nec
closed
its
first
year
under
the
a
freer
movement
and
market
gradualM ft a e e oa 8unday morning
essary to help negotiate the snow j
AdA Jervis returned home "Manager” plan, which seems to have * advanced until the close when Maine drifts. In this section, to make the
,
...
„
potatoes were firm at $7.50 per 165 ro
a abort visit with her proved very successful In every way. bay> while some 8ales have been re. roads passable at any reasonable speed |
BOOKS
Mr. and Mrs. Burton H. K e r r jportod at $7’75. State and Pennsyl- three cars were started out breaking I
Jfcv Jervis in Boston
All the latest books and those in the
popular editions.
W u M Mdlltay of Bridgewater, who announce the engagement of their i vania potatoes are selling at about the drifts ahead of the test Franklin, viz:
AoitwMor Muw m ni-grnarlta K err to same prices as Maines when graded as one from Houlton towards Presque Isle
Send for our monthly Book Review.
op a few days visit in town daughter.
Mary Marguerite K err to , cjo g . ag tbe ja^{er
one from Presque Isle to New Sweden,
returned home Saturday. Charles Dana Nickerson o f this town.; j ^ g island potatoes are q u i t e land the third from Fort Kent to
STATIONERY
Miss Mona L Astle o f Oakfleld, Me. scarce; those coming are on previous i Madawaska, leaving only a few miles
J b a P W Mitchel) has returned from
The best and most fashionable colors
t k flla iil T r i m irtir went with the left Saturday for Bristol, Conn, where contracts and hardly anything is on the j of unbroken roads for the test car.
W e carry the best obtainable.
she
w
ill
spend
the
remainder
of
the
|open
market
as
yet.
Sales
were
gen-.
The
top
was'
up
and
side
curtains
;
Send for samples of our Forest Linen
ainm lu ot her father, Chaa. A. Baton.
v
. .
....
,ir
„ i„,wn,.
1while at the ci0Se the market was were on. No chains were used on any,
at 50c a pound.
Mrs. W .
H - jerally $7.50 <E 7.75 the first o f the week part of the trip.
Mr. and
W. Hammond winter with her aunt,
I
'Ttieeday morning for Klenke.
! firm at $8. Very few are coming from I On the roads from Boston to Houl- l
OFFICE SUPPLIES
There will be a special meeting of j the Eastern Shore and those sell $6. ® j ton and Houlton to Boston, the run- •
California to Spend the
Journals, Ledgers, Cash Books, Or
for installation. A ll members and their i 6.60 bbl aaito quality but desirable |ning time for 763 miles was 18 hours:
der Books, Record Books and a large
”,
^
„ ___ „„
; stock will bring more nextweek.
and 23 minutes; and an average speed !
1fangs 1** Madigan and son John N. E. O.P- onFriday evening, Ja . 23 | Arrivals of sweetpotatoes from Del- o f 41.5 miles per hour. This record!
line of general supplies for every man’s
office.
Philadelphia, where families are invited. Refreshments aware have be&n quite free, but most ! will be hard to beat,
i of them are not graded closely enough j From Houlton to Fort Kent and re- !
dfci will visit her mother, Mrs. Jessie and a social time.
BOOK BINDING
Mr. E. N. Miller of the Bangor
exceed $1.75 @ 2 bskt. whilt any |turn to Houlton, over snow- and drift- i
thing closely graded is reaching $2.35
W e do all kinds of binding and ruling
!
ed
roads,
the
running
time
for
209
|
^ ^ ^ L M w iy n Powers of Brookline Rotary Club was in Houlton Fridaj j ^ 2.50. Jersey sweets are working out
Books rebound and blank books made
o i miles was 6 hours and 23 minutes, and
g J|| v fc ft W daughter Mrs. Geo. Dunn evening and instituted the Houlton ; at $2.50 @ 2.75 with fancy reaching $3
to order at reasonable prices. Special
at an average speed of 32.75 miles per 1
week, before her departure tor a Rotary Club. The meeting and banquet j and some closely graded bringing $3.25 | “ “ ^ 1 “ * ^ 7 time can no doubt I
forms ruled to order.
9
was held at the Union Square Hotel, basket.
be bettered 40 minutes or more, when !
M m eaa'trlp .
the roads are in proper condition.
DILLINGHAM'S
Mrs. Laura Madden and young
Mr. aad Mra. A. & Klein are visiting
IN
MEMORIAM
Nevertheless,
a
speed
of
39.25
miles
:
BANGOR,
M AINE
daughter
who
have
been
visiting
a
t
,
Igfpnm in New York for a few weeks
per hour for the whole trip is a re- j
Richard
Raymond
Eastman,
District
the
home
of
her
mother.
Mrs.
J.
A.
dMrtng WkJth time the Klein studio
markable average, and again demon- i
Anderson on High street for several Sales Manager for Central Mass strated the wonderful road ability of j
m il he # M d .
achusetts,
New
Hampshire
and
Ver
the Franklin car.
Mesne. Walter Mott, Henry DeWitt weeks, returned to her home in Bangor
mont passed away at the Cambridge
Complete records and detail of the
MM J. H. DeWitt of Woodstock, were Friday.
Friends of Frank H. McElwee of Hospital about midnight Tuesday, trip may be seen at the Sawyer Motor
fk Wwm lift Thursday to witness the
r T n 'M 'U n i " \ l
° Ur January B e rin g list contains a
this town will regret to learn that he January 6, 1920, after a th ,e weeks’ Company, 86 Central street, Bangor.
/ W rlvv iA fr y
number of suggestions relative to the
eptflikid'Ido rice.

POTATOES

P T f* 1

9F LO CAL INTEREST

W . & Watte ot the Houlton Granite was obliged to submit to an operation i battle with typhoid fever.

WtM Marble Works, was in Bangor last
mifk t o u t * * , the state convention
d l Mwfmmt dealers.
Mr. aa* Mrs. O. B. Bussell and Mr.
Mm Geo. S. Gentle and daughter
left; last week for California
>ipeM %fhw pwtyh*
} Mri. B. K Milllken returned last
from Boston and New Haven, In
Ghilatter City eke was the guest of her
« i

o a t Msuoum v . s. a .

, JMdeow W. Richards and Samuel A.
MStaett-et the firm of G. W. Richards
fife, hive returned from Boston and
York ok a buying trip.
AD those having empty Maple
water bottles are requested to
them at once to J. T. Donovan.
Weitield, Mass, by express.
the Ladles Aid o f the Methodist
Obweh wftU give a public supper, on
YM M «dw *.laiH S b from 5.30 to 7.00 p.
W p i li e fattted. 38 cents.
Irving Seavey of Sherman Mills and
DMmcnt Bmerson of Island Falls, were
* town Thursday to attend a meeting
d f tke Directors of the Houlton Trust
A large Hudson touring car from
MMgdoa with a load o f spectators was
d l tke lee to take in tke racing last

Thursday after reaching Portland,
where he went last week to consult
specialist.
M. B. Berman has returned home
from a few days stay in Eastport,
where he went to see his brother who
left Monday for N ew York where he
will sail for England en route to Russia
where he hopes to find his parents
from whom he has not heard from for
ipore than a year. If he is successful
in locating them he will bring them
back to the^ United States with hm,
where they will make their future
home.

CANDIDATE FOR GOVERNOR
The announcement of Hon. Frederic
H. Parkhurst of Bangor, as a candidate
for nomination for governor at the
next Republican primaries, appears in
the advertising columns. Col. Park
hurst is well known in this state as a
business man and as a leading member
of the Republican party and has a
wide circle of friends and many
supporters who believe that he is
entitled to the nomination for governor

Tknriday. Pretty good for Aroostook
dMMty 4P mid-winter.
St S. Green wsp in Presque Isle
flttmrday and closed a deal whereby he
Baaeaiee owner of the shoe business

df 9*. R. Coy. This store adjoins Mr.
dk'iSM’s clothing store on Main street.

F. Keattmg has purchased the
iwned by Houlton Grange
ffita le temporarily located on Grange
•tpesC aad he will more it to his lot
GB Fmuklla street where he will reM B M * Mr tenement purposes. O.
Y ta Tassel has the’contract for
It and doing tho concrete

Last

successive

of to her many friends, as death always
i comes at the last to bereaved ones.
For a number of years Mrs. Drew
i had been a partial invalid, gradually
, losing the use of her limbs through
! rheumatism, but her sunny smile and
were never able to express personally ■cheerful greeting of friends never
our joy at the official recognition failed; early last autumn she became
acutely ill. medical skill and the most
recently given him by the Company, |loving and devoted care were all In
as his illness kept him from us con vain, after suffering many weeks of
tinuously after the honor was bestow intense pain, on January 6th, the 46th
anniversary of her marriage to Mr.
ed.
Drew, she passed away, leaving many
Mr. Eastman was in the full vigor of sorrowful heats to mourn her going.
young manhood, clean, alert and proud While they were glad of her release
of his work. No one imparted so from pain like the friends of St. Paul
contagiously the National City ideas, their tears flow for themselves that
“ They shall see her face no more."
and no one strove harder to develop
Mrs. Drew was a woman of sterl
the business at hand. His even temper ing character, her kindly disposition
and calm judgment guided many of us and genial personality drew around
her a large circle of friends.
in the path of wisdom, and now we
A member of the Free Baptist
look in vain for his assistance, except church, she was an earnest and de
as we find it in the power of his voted Christian, knowing no standard
of right or wrong but those her bible
example.
taught most earnestly she sought
To Mrs. Eastman and others of his
daily to shape her own life by its
family wf extend our deepest sympa precepts.
thies. No words can express our
realization of the loss they suff**r. although
“ If we still love th( se we lose
Can we altogether lose those v.
love?’’
And yet to them is the aching voidto us the busy day.

short term notes and

grade pre*
ferred stocks, with yields varying be
tween 6% and 8%.
Copy mailed on request

--------------------------------

grades

promotion solely by the irresistible
power of his integrity, enthusiasm and
hard work. By one of the tragic
ironies of fate, we of the Boston Office

;

FRANKLIN SETS RECORD
BOSTON TO FORT KENT

' si

??

because of his party, service, ability
and fitness for the position.
In business life Col. Parkhurst is
President and active Manager of the
J. F. Parkhurst & Sons Co. of B&ngor,
manufacturers of trunks, bags and
harness. The company is one of the
largest employers of labor in Bangor
and since Col. Parkhurst became the
executive head of the concern, two and
a half million dollars in wages have

H arold P. Marsh
15 State Street

Bangor

Bonbright & Company
Incorporated
Boston
N ew York
Philadelphia
Chicago
William P. Bonbright & Co.
Bonbright & Company
London
Paris

H

/

m

A stock Franklin touring car has
recently completed a run from Boston
to Fort Kent at the Canadian line, and
return a distance of 972 miles, in 24
hours and 46 minutes, running time,
maintaining an average speed of 39.25
miles per hour, for the entire distance.
This hangs up a record that gives
any automobile sportsman a difficult
mark to shoot at.

NOTICE TO WATER TAKERS *
The Houlton W ater Co. according to
their daily record are pumping a great
deal more water than in ordinary
weather, due to water-takers leaving
faucets running to prevent freezing.
This is to give notice that persons
leaving their faucets runnng all night,
will have their water shut off.
B. B. M cINTYRE. Supt.
Houlton, Me., Jan. 5, ’20

and

Week o f

purchasers w ill take advantage
o f these lamest Bargains

b l e m

" Je w e lr y

Don’t put off any longer wearing the
emblem of the order with which you
are identified.

\

Our collection of pins buttons rings,
lockets etc., for men has been care
fully selected, for the fraternal man
wants the insigna he wears to be cor

prices.
Trade

K« t y o u r m o n e y

Cold lapel buttons cost but 60 cents.

rh c in a n d p a y to p
y o u r c o lle c tio n .

f.u -e"

>,a
H ID E
&
W O O L CO.
St., H o u l t o n , M a i n e

J .

Drug
Habit

D

. P e r r y

Jeweler and Optometrist
M a rket ,V</.. H oulton

absolutely overcome by the Neal Treat
ment; also
habit.

any

form

of

alcoholic

W rite for information at once.

THE NEAL INSTITUTE
166 Pleasant Ave.

Portland, Maine

Phone 4216

t

or NewJ Y e a r’s and later rem em ber your
friends with choice Cut Flowers.

than thousands o f others.
Right now 1 am
H aving taken over the business o f the Bar H arbor
Sea Food Co. w e shall carry in stock

cutting

some

extra

fancy Carnations

Fresh Fish o f Every Kind
Cod, Haddock, Mackerel, Halibut, Smelts, Lobsters,
Clams, Oysters, Salmon, Finnan H addie and Scollops
W e have arrivals every day direct from the fishermen.
A ll are strictly fresh and ready to use
Special attention to Parcel Post Orders

M cEachern & Stanley Co.
>v -a v

T h ey

w ill think m ore o f such remembrances

T ry

us fo r

— Successors to Bar H arbor Sea Food Company —
Telephone 45

D aily D elivery

satisfaction

Chadwick

S A L E ENDS SAT., JAN. 24

Palmer’s Shoe Store

Telephone 2472

Representing

rect.
We have emblems for more than a
dozen different orders. If we haven’t
yours we can get it for you— and in
the stle you like best.

been disbursed.
In political life Col. Parkhurst has
served in both branches of the Maine
Legislature in 1912 was chosen a
member of the Republican state Com
mittee, being elected chairman of the
committee the following year. He
resigned from the State Committee in
1916 to become candidate for governor
and was re-elected to the committee
in 1918.

Sale!
W is e

through the

1UVeStinelitS

TH E N A T IO N A L CITY CO M PANY '

Tke officers of Aroostook EncampSMnt I. O. O. F. are preparing a class
d f candidates for adoption and the
------ " for a large increase in memduring the winter are looking

fjlllBils of Miss Madeline Vincent,
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Pearce Are., Irill be sorry to
Of fcor Illness. Miss Vincent has
VVM friH if at Amity and was taken
W « M i at aehool.
JCra. Detmoot Bmerson accompanied
I f Ilf*. Riy Bmerson of Island Falls,
Miss Doris Pride, were in
Tfcereday last Mrs. Dehaont
left last week for California
a will spend tke winter.
After 10 years of sorrloo as deputy
A lt a i H. Ingraham of Sherhee resigned from tke deputies’
He has been appointed a Trial
•ad has tken up the reading
la P. P. Burleigh’s office at

investment of funds in mortgage bonds, %

Mr. Eastman was born in Fort Fair- IN MEMORY OF
field, Maine, October 19, 1888 and
MRS. A. H. DREW
graduated from Bowdoin College in
(Communicated)
1910. He entered the employ of Halsey
Although not unexpected, the death
& Co. July 10, 1916, and rose steadily of Mrs. A. H. Drew came as a shock

F 1o r i s't
Conservatories 16 High Str,
Houlton, Maine
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As long as . same aa coa»eycu io
i Ouellette by Alphonsine Bouchard and
he sees the retailer’s advertisement in Belonl Bouchard by their deed dated dated May 3, 1912, and recorded flu
Vol. 71, Page 220, of said Northern
the paper all is well, but as soon as April 9, 1912, and recorded in Vol. 71 Aroostook Registry of Deeds, to whfcMt
Page
204,
of
the
Aroostook
Registry
Wlllla E. P an on a . of Foxcroft.
the advt. stops, measures are taken of Deeds (Northern District), to which reference may be had for a maga
M tln a commissioner of Inland fish
particular description.
Iookng to the collection of the account. reference may be had for a more
Also those certain parcels of late
miss and gams, in his annual report
particular description. Excepting how numbered
seventy-five
(75)
aad
which has been filed with the Gov
ever a certain piece containing one seventy-six (76) situated in said towa>
acre conveyed by Beloni Bouchard ship No. 18, Range 5, now town of At.
ernor and Council, states that during
S H E R I F F ’S S A L E
January 11, 1895, by deed recorded In Agatha, which were conveyed to s e ll
ths season just closed there has been
Vol. 20, Page 239, of said Northern Michael Ouellette by Edith Onellotflp
S T A T E O F M A IN E
a larger influx of sportsmen and
Aroostook Registry of Deeds.
and Israel Ouellette by their deed M m
tourists than for many years, and
Also the southerly part of rear lot ed March 20,1913, and recorded in Tel.
County of Aroostook, ss.
numbered fourteen (14) in said Town
hotels and sporting camps have been
Taken this first day of January ship number 18, Range 5, now the 71, Page 302, of said Northern Arooq
mall patronised.
1920, on execution dated December 12, town of St. Agatha, being that part took Registry of Deeds, reference M
said deed and to deeds and recoidfc
1919, issued on a judgment rendered
"Ths increased number of summer
of said lot number 14 as conveyed to therein referred to is hereby mado flar
December
8,
1919,
by
the
Supreme
sportsmen who came to fish and hunt
Damien Bourgoyne by the State of a more particular description. Sail
Judicial Court for said County of
In oar State this year, with licenses
Maine February 14, 1871, which said tlast described parcel being ths hompAroostook, at a term thereof begun and deed
Is recorded In Vol. 20, Page 427,
required and informaton -sought, to
held at Houlton, in .and for said of the Northern Aroostook Registry of tead now occupied by the said Midb * k
Ouellette.
County of Aroostook, on the third
gether wth the resident hunter’s
Deeds. Being the name premises as
A. B. SM AR T,
Tuesday
of
November,
1919,
in
favor
registration law, has added very ma
conveyed to said Michael Ouellette by 31
Deputy SheriK.
of Consolidated Rendering Company,
terially to the work of the depart
a corporation duly existing by law and
ment, but with increased office force
having an established place cf business
in Boston, in the Commonwealth ot
ill matters have been properly atMassachusetts, and
doing
business
teaded to and that uniform courtesy,
under the trade name of Parmenler &
so desirable In the administration of
Polsey Fertilizer Company, and against
IMP department, it is believed, propMichael Ouellette, of St. Agatha, in
« r b maintained.”
said County of Aroostook, for seven
thousand six hundrd and three dollars
fteeldent Registration Law
and sixty cents, ($7,603.60), debt or
Fishways
twenty dollars and
“It is possible for men and women to damage, and
**A—ong ths new game laws passed
Much has been done on fishways, al walk through the outdoors directly to j seventy-three cents, ($20.<3), costs of
I t the last legislature none has proved
.
,
, .
. , .
suit, and will be sold at public auction
though labor and material conditions an abundance
of physical health and ; to\ he hlghest bldder t^erefor at the
gere popular than the resident
still bother. Among the work accom vigor. “I am in better health now than : jaw office of George A. Gorham, in
tomtom’ registration law. Men, women
plished are:
at any time during the last 22 years, j Houlton, in said County of Aroostook,
|pd children are pleased with it, and
N ew fishway at mouth of Piscataquis Never take medicine. Perhaps it i s j on the 10th day of February, 1920, at
the boy, instead o f feeling that his
river at Howland by the manufacturing needless to add that I sleep with my ten o’clock in the forenoon, the followhave been abridged, is proud
, ing described real estate and all the
company there, of concrete, letting the bedroom windows open wide always.’’ right, title and interest, which the said
lie certificate as a registered hunter
fish up to East Dover and Milo on SeI f you haven’t heard it yet, you will
. Michael Ouellette has and had in and
Maine. V ery many more have
I to the same on the 14th day of
bec river, where a new fishway has
soon
— reverberating up and down
than w as anticipated, and
KNOWS THE LIVE ONES
. February, 1919, at nine o’clock and
been built by Brown Excelsior Co.
lawn dories, making a careful estimate
through the land wherever farmers
A well-known wholesale merchant forty minutes in the forenoon, when
Fishway at Sebec rebuilt by same com
the same was attached on the original
cf the number of licenses required,
grow
grain and livestock and fruits and
says
that
every
time
a
retail
mer
pany, enabling fish to pass into Sebec
writ in the same suit in which said
hnve had to Increase it, often tenfold,
vegetables
and eggs and cotton and
chant
buys
a
credit
consignment
from
,
judgment
was
rendered,
to
wit:
A
lake, an inland basin, 14 miles long
•fur 84,000 having already entered
him
he
subscribes
to
the
paper
p
u
b
-;
part
of
lot
numbered
sixteen
(16),
and two to six wide, fed by over 75
w o o l— echoing throu gh e v e r y c ity
names as resident hunters of the
being a rear lot in Township number
lakes and streams.
This was an llshed In the town where the retail
where consumers now groan at the
i 18 in the fifth range of T ow n sh ips;
original home of
the landlocked
; W . E. L. S„ in the County of Aroos
high cost o f food and clothing. Dean
T h is law is accomplishing the
took and State of Maine, now the town
salmon.
purpose for which it was enact
Davenport, o f Illinois, writing in
WEAK, WEARY WOMEN
of St. Agatha, containing 131.05 acres,
N ew fishways have been arranged
ad preventing the non-resident
|for a more particular description of j
for at Dover, Foxcroft, the Waterworks
; which reference may be had to a deed
bunting as a citlsen of Maine.
dam, Guilford and Abbot for 1920, Learn the C au se of D aily W o e s and |from the states of Maine and M a ss-;
m soma time It is ferreting out
En d Them .
'achusetts bearing date of July 12, 1845,;
mostly concrete, making one of best
M m attorn, and many an alien who has
; which said part of said lot is to be j
systems in the State
heating for years, free, now pays
bounded and described as follows, viz: :
When the back aches and throbs,
N ew Fishway built at Long Pond
i Beginning at a post on the west side j
Isa to the State.
When housework is torture,
Jand bank of a brook, and at ten rods |
“Aaothor beneficial change in the dam. Moose river waters, letting fish
When night brings no rest nor sleep, at right angles with and from t h e ;
pass
into
Big
Wood
pond,
Attean
and
Mgr w iutho prohibiting of residents
When urinary disorders set in.
eastern line of said lot; thence south |
j 56 degrees west, 87 chains, more or i
f o a eangrtaf deer out of the State. others. Fishway rebuilt at Baring.
about the new American Farm Bureau
Wom en’s lot Is a weary one.
less, to the rear line of said lot;
I has put a stop to much illegal Fishway complete at Veazie and others
Doan’s Kidney Pills are for weak j
Federation, well calls it a National
thence north 41 degrees west and on
ttfoto la same and Its slaughter in at Great W orks and W e st Enfield re kidneys. Ask your neighbor.
said
rear
line
just
far
enough
to
make
Voice
for Agriculture.
paired. For fishways built on Soud'd p i seam for that purpose.
Have proved their worth in Houlton. and form thirty rods at right angles
abscook, permitting alewives as well
prohibiting the use of deer
This is one HoHlton woman’s testi with the side lines of said lot; thence!
He believes— and let me
You can buy T h b C o u n 
north 56 degrees east, 80 chains, more !
tR JmahMr oumps or buildings used in as salmon to pass up into the ponds mony.
tell you he knows—that
t r y G e n t l e m a n for a
for spawning. Other fishways repaired
or less, to the said west side and |
this great new farmers'
whole year for only a lit
M im ettn with lumbering operations
Mrs. R. Taggett, 18 Green St., Houl bank of said brook; thence down by
movement is going to
tle bit more. And out o f
wdReave the dear of the State more and changed.
said brook to the first mentioned 1
mean big things for all of
the 52 biz weekly issues
Screens have been installed at Shinn ton, says: “I suffered from a weak bound.
|
Mi any other one law. The rapidity
us. What do you know
you'll get ideas and en
and
run
down
condition
for
about
two
Also a certain piece of land situate
• 4 * whteh door were disappearing in pond, above Patten, and Green lake,
about it now? Well, he
tertainment enough to
in
the
rear
or
southwestern
side
of
|
months
before
I
discovered
my
kidneys
is writing four splendid
repay your dollar many,
iMoonHnaa whore lumbering was being Hancock county. A $20,000 screen has
said lot numbered sixteen (16) being I
articles—read them all.
many times over. Let
oairted ea by jobbers was alarming. been built at Sebago outlet, the finest were the cause. The doctor told me I J forty-eight (48) rods wide In its entire j
Let’s see, four times five
me send in your subscrip*
Tipi eoMMUisekmer, on an inspection In the State. Patten pond, screen had kidney trouble and prescribed length and being one hundred seventy i
cents a copy makes
tion today for a whole
medicine, but I could see no improve four and one-half (174%) rods long!
repired
and
ohers
inspected
and
kept
twenty cents. £*shaw!
taifr la the northwest part of the
year. It costs Just $J.
ment in my condition. I felt tired and |running in a north-westerly and southM ilo om the headwaters of the St up.
containing i
my
back ached. One of my friends |westerly direction and
Commissioner Parsons thanks the
M pa liver, found deer in large numj forty three and seventy-four hun
advised me to try Doan’s Kidney Pills
C. T O Z I E R
dredth s (43.74) acres, more or less;
hofu and tamo whore there had been Maine press for publicity and pays it
and
I
sent
to
the
Cochran
Drug
Store
bounded on the westerly side by land
60 Pierce Ave.
tor years, but where a high compliment for its fine work
and got a supply. After taking them of Paul Marquis; on the southerly
Phone 527— 1
Houlton, Maine
operations were being in the interests of the State
It was no time before I got relief and i side by land of Hubald Guerrette and
in fold on, flow, It any. deer would be
|Philias Martin; on the easterly side by
was entirely cured.”
An authorised subscription representative o i
land of Hilaire Gagnon/ and on the
MOM In a day’s travel. Jobbers
WALKS ROAD TO HEALTH
j northerly side by the above mention- ;
Tka Cesntry Gentlesua Tht Ladies’ Hoae Joaiul The Saturday Evenag Past
iNRMMtlr took no beef into camp, but
60c,
at
all
dealers.
Foster-Milburn
“I am an editor and 52 years old,”
Ied lot number sixteen. Both of the
S2 ■•••••—$1.00
12 Imsm—$1.75
“ brain fft t
aifoffoifttMfhto supply the camps with
Co.. Mfrs., Buffalo. N. Y.
above described parcels being the
A. F. writes. “I do desk work eight to

JUMBAL REFORT OF
FISH AND GAME COMR.

quickly the bodily functions respond to
the exercise of walking. At times my
daily program of exercise is interfered
with, whereupon my digestion slows
Grouse and Beaver
down. One or two applications of four
Ruffled grouse, or partridge are hold miles of open air is sufficient to start
ing their own and even increasing in it on its way again. My program
the northern wilderness. They almost j requires the expenditure of considerdisappeared in the winter of 1917 in |able time, but it is profitably spent,
many localities but two good hatching!
—- —
seasons have helped them. Woodcock
“i wish more people appreciated the
shooting has been good in some parts |benefits as well as the delights of
of the southern counties. It is hoped ' walking. Everybody does too much
the $10 bounty will soon exterminate |riding nowadays. Men drive their cars
the bob-cat, loupcevier and Canadian, to their offices. They would be better
lynx, the natural enemy of both d e e r ! 0ff if they walked. The only outdoor
and partridge.
recreation many of them know is
Beaver have been increasing so rap Steering an automobile over country
idly that, on written complaint by land roads. I know of any number of
owners of substantial damage being people who get on a street car to ride
done, it has been found necessary to not more than six blocks, and I submit
declare’ an open season on quite a little that th?t is almost criminal.
territory In different sectons. The
“There is more tonic in fresh air
beaver must be conserved as one of j than in all the medicines that man
our most valuable fur-bearing animals 'has invented. It is the most potential
but cultivated and protected where j element that exists. It is the father
the least damage can be done.
! and mother of ‘pep.’
depleted, can be restocked, but when
chis monarch of the Maine woods
disappears, he is gone forever.

merchant is established.

lE e CO U N TRY

GEN TLEM AN

Matson. Now this territory is being
eleven hours dally for six days a week
fa M le d by wardens, some of them
and have done so for 22 years. A few
yiqmf soldiers who love the open air
months after commencing this work I
and are courageous in the
'began to suffer from indigestion. In
of duty.
1time this led to dyspepsia, chronic conOther notable point* in the report in stiputation eye trouble, nervousness,
i/

bunting continues to
•Slan t, bat as banters become
vttb tbe law they better
‘It Jacking baa been reported
i f o MMffnl cRandert punished. Tbe
ir says more stringent
m a t be taken and jail
iboaM be asked.
• m i Moaaa Increasing

loss of flesh, and a host of ills. I had
three attacks of Inflamation of the
dulodenum. A ll in all, I put in 15
years of semi-invalidism, always at
work but never feeling well.
“About six years ago I began a systematic program of walking in the open
air. First I spent the entire day
every Sunday in walking about the
country. Later this was extended to
Include an hour of walking every day.
At present I walk from six to fifteen
miles on Sunday and from four to six
miles daily. I do not stroll when I
walk, but step off briskly with long
strides at the rate of about four miles

Unusual Value—In Tires
Small Cars
|
;

shot than last year,
thrten as many at some inspec;
We have bad one good
a m i with tbe improve;
service and the interV ' Mgl bifcc manifwtcd by guides and
an hour.
■K^ij>fii‘rtiliiM> who arc ready to give j
aRd aid In preserving tbe
“Have equipped myself with suitable
tta rapid decrease has un- ■
clothing for every kind of le a th e r and
a Checked. Deer have j
walk whatever the temperature and
plentiful In many local! ;
weather may be. Formerly I suffered a
■ Mae and the Commissioner saw 437 in |
good deal from the cold in winter, but
MMeflrtp of 18 days.
now am able to remain outdoors all
Tbs mnnei wore Increasing and were day in low temperatures without dis
appeasing k huge numbers in Wash- comfort.
dumty and some of the other
“To give my walking an objective I
MM counties, but they had not
studied nature, particularly birds. I
v bam hinted for four years and had
now carry a camera. I know all the
iMMlM quitM tame, appearing often in
local birds and have accumulated a
MCttlsments, and have fallen an
fine stock of photographs.
ifop fM F to the hunter who bad them
“More Important than the enjoyment
.//imp^d fu r weeks before the open
I derive from walking is the fact that I
ly ljlcfip i. ' The next Legislature may
m m It urleM to put another con- have recovered my health. My color is
Afllaeeue clout ttmo on moose, If they good. My face has filled out. I have
rfwSf1,'
IM1Hu pi marred One more open !P©P- I do P°t suffer at
from constl, MiUMMM wMdb will be had before the Patlon and my stomach trouble is gone.
^ W p 'lM la ls Iu r e assembles, it is ! I have not had a severe cold for nearly
i, will practically exterminate ifour years.
*! have been amazed to note how
Our lakes and streams, when

K

MVE you an ache or pain ?
An Old Family
Favorite

That means inflamation.

The best
remedy for anything like that is

Prueorlptloit

N ot only is characteristic Goodyear merit
conspicuous in Goodyear Tires for small cars
but ordinarily the first cost is found to be
not greater than that o f other tires; often it
is actually less*
T he combination, o f unusual value in first
cost and very low final cost, o f course, is a
result o f Goodyear experience, expertness
and care employed as insistently in the
making o f 30x3-, 3 0 x 3 and 31x4*inch tires
as it is in the construction o f the famous
Goodyear Corel Tires used on die highestpriced automobiles.
For this reason more cars using these small

sizes were factory-equipped last year with
Goodyear Tires than with any ether kind.
Get this unusual die value to enjoy on your
Ford, Chevrolet, D ort, M axw ell, or other
small car, at the nearest Goodyear Service
Station. Get there tires and Goodyear Heavy
Tourist Tubes at this station.

ii

BALLARD'S GOLDEN OIL
Oils that penet/ate— gums that heal—
It gets to the sick spot like nothing
else. Try It. Time-tried and tested.
Sold everywhere.

V t fW V V W M I W V W M A A M M V V W V V V V W W V V V V W V W V U

TB

A t a Glance You W ill Be Able to Distinguish
Him Difference Between Our Method of P u rin e :
Clothes and the “Old Time Methods
Used by Others’9
EASY ENOUGH We give your clothes the natural
body shape, better creases and a
TO LEARN

U K DIFFERENCE

THE

30x 3% Goodyear Double-Cure <fc A n n
Fabric, All-Weather Tread___ * Z U —
30x3% Goodyear Single-Cure
Vm
Fabric, Anti-Skid T r e a d _ . ___ * 1 / 2 2

Goodyear Heavy Tourist Tubes are thick, strong tubes that
reinforce casings properly. W h y risk a good casing with a
cheap tube? Goodyear Heavy Tourist Tubes cost little more
than tubes o f less merit. 30x3Vfe size in water p ro o f bag _________________________ _____ ______________

$320

thoroughly uniform finish.

Repairing

Cleaning
DRY8DALE

PR ESS

SH O P

Opp. Snell House, Houlton

aw

hfthruWl-v NUF*..

AFa.

unmet :a o i' BXsmtnrstB'wvr-jcvnrr!?
KSWEwes.y*
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mss n o w

The situation is said to be somewhat of how it was done, and that they
like .this: An American buying pound “ could do the same only look out for
CITIZEN AKMT sterling say, on Dec. 12, needed to pay Parsons’ secret service men,” not
la Q—
tton with the frequent agi- in American money only $3.68 for knowing they were talking to one of
lilinu for universal military training British currency normally worth about them. Some of these plain clothes men
ta the United States, It Is interesting' $4.87. Now ho goes to a factory in have shown so nfuc h "Tote re at T n 'th o
teetefiy the systems of other countries j Nottingham, Eng., to buy laces and ’game, trying to create public sentiment

of

Jthere, although prices of course are j in favor o f its preservation, that they
good
a bulletin oonoeming the citisen for them in this depreciated British citizens to get a commission as warden
Off 8witserland, based on a com* money and makes a “ handsome” profit. and the Commissioner has heard of
10 the Society, which says: jThen he ships the laces to the United them when he has been up in the
"Universal compulsory military serv- i States, where, by reason of the infla wilderness, and has been told more
te Switserland dates from 1874, tion o f the American dollar, they are than once of some “ sport” who was
the old system of requiring each retailed for from 100 to 150 per cent. interested in the game and ought to
be appointed warden, and on inquiring
-tel*'*" to raise an allotment of three above prewar prices.
BMft for every 100 men of its populaThe same importer, on the same his name, found he was a secret
froa was done away with, and the sys date, we will say, goes to France. In service man.
"Other wardens are not jealous, but
tem dffrequiring every able-bodied man Paris he has exchanged his American
dp meet for training was substituted, dollars for francs. Normally there are glad to have them in their territory,
amm system worked with very lit 8.18 1-8 -francs to the dollar, but now cooperating in every way possible for
er Motion from the begin* he finds one Yankee “ simoleon” will the present force, regardless of politics
people are very buy 11.52 francs, 100 per cent more is working as a unit for the rigid
army.
than before the war. The price of enforcement o f all laws looking to the j
the M m of the silks has gone up, but he goes to preservation o f our game.

8— h serrloe has been tested.

The National Geographic Society has j higher than before the war, he pays j have been urged strongly by

M m soldier laid down by the ban Lyons and there, with his depreciated
Trite framed the constitution of the French money, he buys more than he
Stetap in the name as that fol has ever bought before at “bargain”
ia the organisation of the Styriss prices. The silks reach New York,
The fiwlaa do In practice what where they are sold to the consumer
do la theory. Every able-bodied at double their former retail price.
Next this importer visits Italy, where
| I- America is supposed to be a
of the militia and yet how few he finds the lire, like francs, at a vast
shouldered a gun or marched in discount. In fact, he receives 13.47
lire for one American dollar, and, well
fntaatlou!
"The Swiss hoy, at the age of 10, is financed goes to Naples, where he
f t i b t o the gymnastic class at school, negotiates the purchase of tapestries,
begins learning the elements of costing of course, more than in 1914,
^ a soldier drill on the school house but in reality cheaper when purchased
Long before he is old with the present Italian currency.
American manufacturers, meanwhile
to be called upon fbr service
to do the manual who desire to sell their products
to go through much of abroad are demanding payment in
drill that afterward fits him tor a American dollars at par.
“ It is a noticeable thing,” said one
W all street banker, “ that foreign ex
change has had its most precipitous
and serious decline since the rejection
of the peace treaty by the Senate.
This month it has reached the lowest
figure on record. 'Vifholly apart from
the league o f nations, neither the
American manufacturer nor t h e
investor Is going to put millions into
foreign investments until they know
more o f what Washngton’s political
relations with Europe are going to be.”

the urgent necessity for aiding the both. There is no order without an ploited by those who watch every op
poor and children of w ar victims.
acknowledgment of the dominion of portunity to affect moral order.
God over His creatures.

No Peace Without Order

“ Order also requires a mastery of
“ The necessity for faith,” said the
P°?®' “ *» demonstrated by the Inanity spirit over matter and a practical sin
or the efforts of those who vainly try cere love o f man for his neighbor. A t
to g ive mankind peace and welfare, present there cannot be true peace be
forgetting or ignoring Qod. Peace can cause order has been subverted by in
not be obtained by the individual and dividuals and by mankind. The moral
by mankind if there is not order in ; miseries due to the war are being ex

“ Today the spirit o f independence
has invaded all minds and leads them
to rebellion. Today there is no shame
in seeking amusements amidst the
griefs and sorrow of others and there
is no limit to the dissipation of wealth
and the drying up of the sources there
of. A ll this shows that modern society
has attempted to set itself above God,

POPE LAYS ILLS TO UNBELIEF
A ll o f the cardinals present in Rome
the patriarchs, archbishops and ec
clesiastical lay courts gathered at the
Vatican at Rome, Wednesday, Dec. 24
to present their Christmas greetings
to Pope Benedict.
Cardinal Vannutelli, dean of the
Sacred College, who
headed
the
visitors, delivered a short address
voicing the sentiments of his col
leagues and himself. The Pope replied
returning the greetings and recalling
B A N K R U P T 'S P E T IT IO N FO R
D IS C H A R G E

In the matter of
Frank B. Slroi.s

To

^1

| In Bankruptcy

the Hon ciaSSSTSSe,

Judge of the
District Court o f the United States for :
the District of Maine.
FR A N K
B.
SIROJS
of
Caribou !
in
the
county
of
Aroostook,
and ;
State of Maine, in said District respect- I
fully represents that on the 5th day of
November,
last
past
he
w as,
Off doing any other army
adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of
snch as acting
Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that
he has duly surrendered all his property
surgeon, or otherand rights of property, and has fully i
complied with all the requirements of •
wttii all off thlo universal train
said Acts and o f the orders of Court i
touching his bankruptcy.
nyte la Switserland
Wherefore he prays, That he may be ,
aa exclusive profes
decreed by the Court to have a full dis
charge from all debts provable against
eosmaaderte-chlef,
his estate under said bankruptcy Acts
hy tea federal assembly and
except such debts as are excepted by ;
law from such discharge.
Th— term
Dated this 26l‘
:6th day of December, A. D..
off t e a army. The rank and file
1919.
F R A N K B. SIROIS,
to tea oaatons, $nst as the
Bankrupt.
W illis E. Parsons of Foxcroft, com
Oo to the atatea In this country
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON
sacrifices cheerfully missioner of inland fisheries and game, District of Maine. Northern Division, ss
On this 17th day of January, A. D.,
of hit time to says regarding the Maine warden 1920,
on reading the foregoing petition,
service:
Ha independence as a citisen
it is—
j
The warden service' has improved Ordered by the Court, That a hearing i
be had upon the same on the 27th day j
behind its native rocks the past season, and a few secret of February, A. D., 1920, before said Court I
army off Switserland con service men have done good work in at Bangor in Said District, Northern !
Division at 10 o'clock in the forenoon; I
. element of tee nation. The assisting to ferret out violators, and and
that notice thereof be published in i
either
rounding
up
the
offenders
them
the Houlton Times, a newspaper printed '
of waatth and tho peasant are
In
said
District, Northern Division, and i
to shoulder. No man selves or turning their evidence over that all known creditors and other per- i
in Interest, may appear at the said
to spend the crucial years to the local warden to be used in his ;|sons,
time and place, and show cause. If any
prosecutions.
they
have,
why the prayer of said peti
Wo Ufa away from homo In the
tioner should not be granted.
“
The
chief
wardens
are
doing
good
tefljft and yet every man Is required
And It it Further Ordered by th* Court,
the
Clerk
shall s e • 1
by
te>— atrlbut* his share to that army's work and the force a9 a whole is en That
mail to all known creditors coplee of said
deavoring
to
execute
the
laws
in
a
petition and this order, addrossed to
and the nation's safety
them at their places of residence aa
the age off 19 every able-bodied manner that will command the re- j stated.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale.
.tea** faith becomes a member of the spect and cooperation of all good cit- j Judge
o f the said Court, and the seal ,
lzens,”
continued
Commissioner
Parj
thereof,
at Bangor In the Northern D ivi
"frMafc* aad every one who lacks the
sion
of
said District on the 17th day of
sons.
EAfiSfl— y qaaHiriflona regrets that
January. A. D.. 1920.
The local warden, however, is work
fci H iiab if to oo operate with other
(L. S.)
ISABEL SHEEHAN,
Clerk.
Off Ms country. Dur- ing at all times at a disadvantage. No j A true copy of petition and Deputy
order thereon
matter
how
keen
he
may
be,
or
how
Attest: ISABEL SHEEHAN.
first year off liability bo must
Deputy Clerk.
familiar with the tricks of the poacher, j

a boy reOfChea 17 years he is
to sor rloe a liability which
tntll ho la SO years of age.
tpat ho may be liable. If he

paob

the I SECRET SERVICE GAME
WARDENS' FINE WORK

The Cleveland Makes Good
Because it IS so Good
“ T h e Cleveland is in a class by itself.” T h a t’s the answer from
owners o f the new Cleveland Six all over America.
T h e Cleveland has made good with the public in such a big
w ay, because it is so good.
Men of engineering and manufac
turing skill, and of high ideals, devoted
three years to the development and
perfection of the Cleveland Six before
they offered it to the public. Experi
mentation was worked out in the
Cleveland Company’s laboratories
and shops and in constant tests on
the road; not in the hands of owners.
So the Cleveland has made good.

The thousands of Cleveland Sixes
that have gpne out to owners since
last July are performing as few cars,
indeed, can perform. The power and
life of its motor, its remarkable com
fort in riding, the ease of handling, the
beauty and graceful style of its body
designs, the excellence of its finish and
upholstery, truly place the Cleveland
Six in a class by itself.

W e cannot tell you how good the Cleveland Six is.
You must drive it and ride in it to know.
Touring Car (Five Passengers) $1385
Sedan (Five Passengers) $2195

Roadster (Three Passengers) $1385
Coupe (Four Passengers) $2195

(All prices F. O. B. Factory)

Now Is the Tim e to Come In and See the Cleveland S ix
CHANDLER MOTOR COMPANY OF MAINE
32 Preble 8treet, PORTLAND, MAINE

CLEVELAND

A U T O M O B IL E

COM PANY,

CLEVELAND

or moir*w*nd 11 days for
year ho is called to the telephone follows him everywhere j
It la ao excuse that he and frequently some one of the gang

of outlaws is detailed to keep track of [
the warden’s every move; and here is
where the secret service men, co
operating with the wardeA, play an
important part.
“ The plain clothes men also keep
the commissioner Informed of condi
tions in every part o f the state and
are really the eyes and ears of the
department It has often been a
Aassug* or *BUte.' mystery to violators how their activ
until the ofttiaen reaches the ities became known. In a recent case
Thecuofter he passes into a gang had been violating the law for
as the Tjaadwehr,’ or several years and still doing It in
whmp ho remains until such a way that the warden was
his 44th year. He helpless, but at h!s request a secret
la tent time nine days o f 1**rvice man was sent in and in three
aaafi tear yean
he U*?8 * * * rounded up the gang. Many
tea *Laadwehr.' After he a clever coup stands to their credit
,94 hag— into the Xqnd and the secret service has passed the
A veeerve, where he experimental stage nd should be
M ill he «e 94. aad even beyond continued even to the shortening of
the local force, if necessary.
ate— tty calls him.
“Many laughable incidents have oc
"All the — to— otagaa te his career
curred and secret service men have
become the lot of
listened to the poacher’s explanation

te th* army, or
mother
The burden of
over u nation,
task for any one,
man in Swltserhis time spent In
aa" a pleasurable vaca
te the safety of bis

widowed

te the employ of
fihfjitetew mllway aad steamboat men.
lalmteriala postal aad telegraphic
te a— i f — ft bat the man who
ijtetetotha field has the console
that tea maa who may etay at
hsa hto burden to bear, ter
te all other taxes, he must
■teltary poll tax of $1.80
party tak off l i coats per
<wNh property aader $800
IKaad a military income tax
The total tax that
cannot exceed

— rlforoaaly

purohasiag
aad Italy ter

m

*

• f l* * «

uw i w w a

tea franc
off tea New York wboto-

During the balance o f January w e
offer^O O O rolls o f W all Paper at
a discount o f 25 per cent from th e

BAN K R UPT'S PETITION FOR
OiaCMAROS
la the matter of
I
William P. Akerley
| In Bankruptcy
Bankrupt]
TO the Boa Clareneo Halo. Judge of the
Dtetriot Court of the United States far
theDistrict of Maine.
W IL L IA M P. A K E R L E Y of Houlton
la
the oounty of Aroostook, and
of Maine, In said Dietriet respect fully reprosente that on- the 9th day of
October, 1919. last past, he was duly
bankrupt nnder the Acts of
- - relating to Bankruptcy; that
duly surrendered all his property
"its of property, and has fully
X U S ’ with all the, requirements of
S r SAote
t i end of th# orders of Court
mshtag bis bankruptcy.
Wkoroferu ho prays, That he may be
decreed by the Court to have a full itswefiargu from all debts provable against
___ __________old Bankruptcy Acte.
sos— — * debts as are oi raptod by

regular 1919 prices.

<JThis paper

will be put up in bundles from 3 to
5 double rolls each and sold only
by the bundle.

No paper can be

returned

A. D.

ST KXCXASGE IMS.
9

DISCOUNT

W ILLIAM P. AKERLEY,
_
_
Bankrupt.
NOTICE THEREON
. Northern Division, m
K u t f e l T t h dday
a y of January, A. D.,
IM i, on reading the foregoing petttiea.
by fbo Ceort, That a heariag
the same on the 17th day of
A. D„ 1910, before said Court
cald District, Northern
o'clock la the forenoon;
tbereofbe published to

baked upon
i

S

lo heap tab on
Honor should not be granted.
the selling j A— R Is Furtesr Ordered by ttra Court,
__ to tbc That
the
Clerk
shall s e n d
by
tacts
.
amt! to all known creditors copies of said
authorities, setttloa

t * T^ o f«e ta n I .| S s a **
the govmnte set a proper vain®
ter the collection of
A court off claims pa— s
ta be unfair

and this order

addressed

to

“

the Honorable Clarence Hate.
Judge of tbs said Court, aad the seal
thereof, at Bangor In the Northern Divi
sion o f said Districe on the 17th day of
January, A. D„ 1920.
(L . 8.)
ISABEL SHEEHAN.
Deputy Clerk.
A true oopy of petition and order thereon
Attest: ISABEL SHEEHAN,
Deputy Clerk.
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Dunn Furniture Com pany
Main Street
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Savings Bank Safety-and 6 1-2

■N

Net

If you are looking for an investment—unquestioned safety, com bined
with a fair yield—then we unhesitatingly recom m end Central Maine
Pow er Com pany 7 per cent Cumulative Preferred Stock

This company supplies light and heat and power to 88 cities, towns and
villages in Central Maine, (fit is 20 years old and has always been
under the management of Maine men.

It is owned 95 per cent by

Maine people— 72 per cent by its own customers— the people who pur
chase its light and power.
rupted dividends.

Its preferred stock has paid 53 uninter

This stock is well known in Central and Southern Maine.

It is ow ned

by m ore people there than any other security save G overnm ent Bonds

■i
f:

>
*Y
\|

As the company spreads out and as it makes the enormous developments

i'l

that are necessary to supply the power required to bring new industries
to Maine, it becomes desirable to introduce this security to the investors
and to the saving people of Aroostook County. <f Surely they, too
value safety ahead o f high yield; surely they recognize that an invest
ment in such a State-of-Maine security means:

1. Every dollar put into Maine power de
velopments increases the taxable pro
perty of Maine.
2. Every water power developed con
serves the Nation’s coal supply.
3. The Company is a Maine Company,
owned by Maine people and it is in

creasingly desirable to keep the owner
ship in Maine.
4. The stock makes a rightful appeal to
the conservative investors of Maine,
because of its safety, combined with a
fair and reasonable yield o f 6 1-2 per
cent net.

If you care to learn m ore about this stock, why not send in the
coupon printed below
T h e price o f this stock is $107.50 a share.

The yield is 6 1-2 p er

cent net

Central Maine Power Company
Augusta, Maine

T h e Central M aine P ow er Company has some interesting
printed m atter on its new developm ent at Skowhegan and its
portent to M aine Investors. T h e coupon printed below w ill
bring| this material to anyone interested, if mailed to the
company.
Central M aine P ow er Co.
Augusta, M aine
Please send me your new circular on the Skowhegan
developm ent and Central M aine Pow er Company preferred
stock.

Name....................... ........

Divided Payments if you wish
Our company, in common with- many big p ow er concerns,
sells its stock on divided payments—$10 down and $10 a
month, per share. This blank can be used fo r your order.
I hereby subscribe fo r ----------------- shares o f 1% preferred
(non-assessable) stock o f the Central M aine P o w er Company
at $107.50 a *hare, for which I agree to pay fo r in f ull (on
delivery, or o n ---------- ----------- ----- ) or $ ..................... down
and $
a month.

......
(The buyer of the stock signs here)

Street, R. F. D. or P. O. Box
C ity

IK .;

'F :

.............

State

(Street It. P. D. or P. O. Box

(C ity or town and State
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N B A ! AMD PUNT GROWTH

but .howto* no traces of boron, are TEXTILE INlHJSi KY OF
j Oevm^ay or pounded Into utter use.at ucpitriment from which licences
SAKS EXPORT OF
ItRANCF RISES FROM RUIN i e^®ne88,
▼Kan Tracts Art a Crop Msnace vigorous and healthy and show none
will issue.”
.
.
/
.
,
rK
AnLti
I\lDE»o
rivvr
Two
out
of
every
hundred
machines
ta known to the chemist as
ARMS TO MEXICO It was said officially at the state de*
o
e syrnp oms o n ur^
Forty thousand persons are at work ,were
intact, packed and tagged for
of aodium. The crystals are
Revocation, effective Jan. 1, o f all partment that the situation regarding
***
thatin
F1*60011 textile mills which on y j
but were abandoned by the
the common form in commerce and ♦k 1
n
n. . ,6 „ e ,hl hlIt th0a f©w months ago the Germans razed ,o ermang in their strategic retreat. licenses issued by the war trade board the exportation o f arms to Mexico
carry water o f crystal! zation
order, but it was
^aU^6 a ti f ° U 6 088 Afound to0r looted °* t^eir wonderfully delicate ^Tliosj0 machines whiCh were not re prior to last Sept. 30, for the exporta- \not chan* ed by
to about half their weight, dead
and dyingleaves were fou d tomachlnery. The correspondent of The moved
learned that the government intended
tion
of
arms
and
munitions
of
war
to
were
of allpl6ces
brass were
and
the Federal Department of contoln boron and th e £ av“ “
Associated Proas was given the facts :
ts stripped
and dcllcate
to impose even sharper restrictions on
r
,
e Mexico, was announced recently by the
AgjrteaHure and the fertiliser manu- hea thy pleat* grown without ferUlizerith reference to th,8 ,ndustry by
the exportation of arms and munitions
apeak o f the amount of borax coutointa* no bora., .how no boron
authorUle9 who have arranged.Tbe extremely thorougb stripping o( state department.
to Mexico than it has heretofore.
in fertilisers they report it in
The announcement follows:
W
^ e D,
0
_pr wft. a trip t° show him the strides made:copper parta from the machines is an
of borax with the water of
‘‘The secretary of state directs that
—
—
—
" ‘ app^ed atThe ™ter ofBOO pounds p e r ;^ thB natlon in reconstruction.
. Importtnt factor in delaying work as
crystaUxation ■
removed and call it
*»._____• — 1
~ ----- ------------- ~
acre,
the
goods
carrying
borax
either
I
Within
a
year,
government
officials
n
might
almost
be
said
that
the
French
outs^and^n& unused licenses issued
anhydrous borax. O f course it is
prevented
germination
or
caused
the'and
manufacturers
agree,
production
:uae
copper
and
brass
everywhere
exPrior
to Sept. 30,1919, by the war trade
ortdMt that when one speaks of the
use copper and brass everywhere ex
plants
to
be
so unhealthy that t h e y ’ of textiles will reach half of the pre
per coat of anhydrous borax this
cept when such metals w ill not pos- board, or the war trade board section
Quite a bit less In amount developed little or no green in th ejw a r total, and within two years, the sibly answer the purpose.
o f the department o f state, for the exif the percentage o f hydrated leaves. The leaves are white with a 1914 ouput will be surpassed,
The labor problem is not at this time ’ portation to Mexico of arms or muniThe wool industry is recovering most particularly
of commerce were given. The yellow tinge and the growth o f the
embarrassing to textile ! tions of war, shall be revoked, effective d ive way before the pene
pint
practically
stops
with
the
first
rapidly
with cotton in second place. manufacturers. The
__________
^
maker in the borax, whether
task of replacing i Jan. 1, 1920. Collectors o f customs
trating effects o f Sloan’s
The checks I Linen weaving is slowest Jn gettin gjtb e remarkably skilled workers, many ! have been advised that said Licenses
or not. is the element boron, two sets o f leaves.
germinted
well
and
produced
vigorous
’
back
to
normal
because
of
the
shortage
|
of
whom
are
amone
FYaiu-A’a
miiHnn
iu-m
k
,
x
~
p
—
—
-Liniment
boron in very widely distributed
hom are among France’s million ! w ill be of no further force or effect
of flax, formerly obtained from Rus- j and a half of dead war heroes, is said J on or after Jan. 1, 1920.
In nature and is often brand in very rapidly growing, normal plants.
The Federal Department of Agri
So do those rheumatic twinges and
■mounts in plants. But it was
sia.
j to be in the way of solution because ; "By virtue of the authority vested in
culture is saying this year that two
■ U l the summer of 1918 that
In Lille and the adjoining cities of I -men always were largely employed j him by the proclamation issued by the the loin-aches ot lumbago, the nervepounds of borax per ton or per acre
inflammation ot neuritis, the wiy neck,
me suspected that commercial
Roubaix and Turcoing. where the tex-'and they are more keen than ever f o r ! President on Jan. 12, 1919, under sec- the joint wrench, the ligament, sprain,
may be safely used. But the wise
might carry dangerous
tile manufactories are centred, it is j su di well-paid work since many of i tion 2 of the joint resolution of Con- the muscle strain, and the throbbing
grower in Maine will get his fertilizer
bruise.
estimated 30,000 men, women and chil- j them arc widows,
tip of .bofu. But that year some
gress, approved March 14, 1912 and
for 1920 with the least possble traces
The ease of applying, the quickness
dren
are
now
busied
with
combing,
I
---------------.il:11rillna had trouble with
under an act o f Congress approved o f relief, the positive results, the clean 
of borax n it. And he will also get
spinning
and
weaving
and
approxi!
WARNS
AUSTRALIA
certain brands of
June 15, 1917, the secretary o f state liness. and the economy o f Sloan’s
from the Station or the State Depart
mately 10,000 are employed in the f
and on investigation It was
Liniment make it universally preferred
ment o f Agriculture directions and
TO BE PREPARED prescribes that no arms or munitions 3Sc,
70c. $1.40.
smaller mills of surrounding towns,
that these goods contained quite
o
f
war
shall
be
shipped
from
the
thoroughly sample as soon as the
where progress is slower, but is being i Sir Joseph Cook, minister for the United States to Mexico, except under
amount of borax,
fertiliser is received and store in air
j navy, is urging military preparedness the license of the secretary o f state.
years ago the Federal Depart- tight containers, such as clean glass pushed with equal vigor.
of Agriculture found that small fruit jars, samples of the goods he i
on Australians. A t the annual meet-1 A ll applications for licenses to export
Official S ta tistic s
of borax to horse manure uses in 1920. So that if he has any
these commodities to Mexico must be
ing
of the Navy League he said:
Statistics compiled by the govern
im e n t
prarsnjt the breeding o f the disaster to his crop that he thinks is ment from necessarily accurate state
I
“ Spend your last dollar on preparing filed wth the department o f state on
Keep
ii
Handy
bouse ly which elects horse attributable to the fertiliser used that ments upon which factories are paid
! official application forms furnished by
for a fight to the last. W e have signed
i f m b everything else In which he will have an authoritative sample reconstruction indemnities, show that
peace but Europe is still full of
pr oggs. They made wide for later examination.
in the Lille district on Oct. 1 last there
mutual hatreds, even among the allies.
i f His Net to reduce the fly
were 36,384 persons working in 162
CHAS. D. WOODS.
the fly hud been found to be
Until
there is a general movement for
Director. textile plants, compared with 106,066
•mbliirof typhatd and other diseases
employed before the
w ar
in
265 disarmament, as I hope there soon will
UMhm. To sot what effect this borax
factories. In all of the 491 textile mills ( be, we must trust to the league of
•fgiilsd manure woald have when SEE THE BEST IN EVERYTHING of the liberated regions there were jnations— and keep our powder dry.
“Love's Labour Lost.” Who has not
i i crops the Federal Departtrattartid series of trials at two whispered these words at some period 21,027 of the 152,916 persons
thte yea,r
° a' l i
,,We
afford to let the rifle
at work
and found that it took of her life, whispered them with bit four years ago.
[ rust yet awhile, though we have a
imtuats per acre to terness, or sorrow, or deep regret, and
Reconstruction
of
the
textile 1leaKue o t naUons which we hope will
Aotlosahle damage. But the crushed bac.k the sobs that threatened
THE HELPING HAND
industry was decided by manufacturers j fructify,” he told the National Rifle
dtffereatvupon the two to hush th<e whisper altogether. Some
IN FINANCIAL MATTERS
Ohowing far more injury times one sits with folded hands and a few months ago to be almost a hope-, Association. "O ur rifles must be kept
less
task.
At
least
they
said
it
would
!
well
oiled,
and
you
must
be
able
to
traces
beck
in-thought
the
long
and
samb amount on the same
The service of the Houlton Trust
Umea gono by tt thl9
torturous passage through which the be so slow that France would lose her ,8hoot them a9
craps than did the other.
Company has helped many In finan

DARTING, PIERCING
SCIATIC PAINS

.
soul has crept, with difficulty and dan- j world trade In textiles. Now, however, I
'a
brighter
view
is
being
taken,
a
n
d
jcoontry
U
10
^
8ate/ W e m ay/ et
tnosd to an American ger, discouragement and longing, ever government figures show the industry!neod our rlfleB here in Australia,”
on
the
trail;
and
thinking
of
it
all
in
Stories Lake
has reached two-flfths of
normal j To the Women’s Reform League, Sir j
of the war, retrospect, remembering the failures
production. Manufacturers themselves ■Joseph said: "Our hope must be
and
the
wearinesses,
who
has
not
said
it ia desirable to have an
concede that the output is at le a s t'
in the leaguo o f nations. It is
siip ilsn b apply of potash rad because in momentary defiance. Well, who one-third o f that before the war. A l l . centred
L
4 ..
cares?
Love’s
labour
lost
and
let
la the enly real consideragree
that
rehabilitation
to
proceeding;
the
°
"
e
great
"
ope
o
t
the
wor,d'
but
lf
of American potash thus what will come after.
more rapidly each month as the looted
cannot make it effective in the I
There
are
things
which
engross
the
it was wail nigh necessary
machinery is being returned from Ger |near future we had better get ready j
potash from this source in 1919 human mind and wrack the body, many or new installations are coming >for the next war, which will otherwise j
or go without much potash things that seem useless and more from England and the United States.; come as surely as the sun rises.”
After looking over the than useless when one stops to Some of the equipment was not re- ___________
;
troubles and studying the measure them. Probably no woman moved but merely damaged by the Ger - '
'
"
'
ever
lived
who
had
a
home
and
did
{
rdf the Federal Department of
mans, and this is being repaired.
ft experiments with borax not at some time of her life recite the !
Due to Combined Efforts
the Bureau of Soils chantey of the discouraged woman: jj
This industrial recovery which seem- What You 8hould Do— Moat Success
that Department in private letters Cook, eat and wash the dishes; over
said that it would and over again. Mend and brew and jjed unimposing at first, has been made
ful and Economical Traatment.
as though potash salts con bake; bake and brew and mend in ithrough the combined efforts of the
D o you have a feeling o f general
borax could be used safely if never ending succession, never finished government and plant owners against weakness day in and out? Is your
Such has been the program of the difficulties that appear more form id-:
'N b actual borax did not exceed SO
appetite poor? Does your food fa il
weary housewife years and years with able the closer they are examined.
to strengthen you and your sleep to
f l b h la one ton.
out end and it will continue to be
refresh?
D o you find it hard to do
Direct
damage
to
the
textile
industry
1
As ip null known some half dosen such till homes are no more. And yet
or to hear what should be easy?
n U b fn in ' band this U sd of potash what mother of us all would resign the is estimated by the minstry of recon-!
ITave your ordinary duties and cares
A lp e ta n grsdtsr or lesser extent in labor, thankless as it is if with it we structon at 20.000,000,000 francs. In become great tasks and burdens?
Atipid ffrtttlufs sold in Maine for the must resign the joys of mothering the this section of France, the heart of the ; I f so, take H o o d 's Sarsapurilla—
industry mills for most part were
The company
this great medicine revitalizes the
little bodies, shielding and protecting
knocked to pieces and the rest were ; blood, gives vigor and tone to all the
gave the moot trouble
the helplee children, loving and labor
damaged. A ll of the electric machinery ! organs and functions, and is un
entirely upon ffearMe Lake
ing for them and fostering and
the reeultinf injury, though cherishing them? Love labor found, belting, shafting and similar equipment equalled fo r those who are in any de- j
uniformly so, was in not lost, when the scale is properly were taken by the Germans and seven- j groe debilitated or run down. D o not
tenths of the spindles, looms a n d 1 delay treatment— begin it today.
in , proportion to the perbalanced.
To rouse the torpid liver and regucombers
which possessed
almost
« prioah in their goods and
Who has not at some time devoted
I dLy the bowels take H o o d ’s Pills.
human
dexterity,
were
either
shipped
■ore. In the cose one’s self to some hope, some dream,
They are purely vegetable.
i
who need some aspiration, which has wrapped
Irahe potash ns only n partial itself about the heart and nourished it
the lose of crop while very self upon the mind until it has become
In seme instances In other a part of one’s real existence? One
• ether soil gave little or no sleeps with it and rises to promote its
•u m eh to that some of these Interests; one hopes for it and dreams
have been more or less for it and works for it, some times
to'try to And some other with results oftener with discourage
thih’the borax in their goods ments because fancy lies far beyond
N r the fhllures.
reality and dreams are brittle things
Maine Agricultural Experiment shattered by a word of breath. Some
has in , its greenhouses times these things are but phantom?
mi h em growing on these of one’s own imagination, fed upo”
the! contained rather small the honey o f one’s own sweet thoughts
of borax due to the fact that laometimes they are great and lasting
Iraki potash was only used as troths self evident, but needing the
of the potash in the devotion of a strong man and the
The eoU used was a patience o f a woman to spread the
rlfu soil. The fertiliser was gospel among the people. Sometimes
oil the seme rate it is applied they are the vagrant fancies of the
field taking Into consderaton young, sometimes the deeper instincts
of the pots. In some the that age cannot destroy of anxities
was applied as it is with the disarm. But whatever they are they
either above or below the seed- are a part of life itself, and the thing
with little mixing with the soil; for which we strive. And then disaster
it was intimately mixed with strikes; dreams grow cold beneath the
• laches of sell and with wind of adversity, and youth takes
it was mixed with the soil wing and files away never to return.
or just below the seed piece. In And we sit down in the ashes of the
• * * _ * #l* r ~
W Unfl freely so dMd hope
-Love’s labour lost,
thn raO win constantly moist to
But this Is fallacy and treason to the
track end tight In ethers the best within us and we ought to be
wee eparfnclr given end the ashamed o f ourselves whatever the in
h tft ee diy ae possible end still stigation that makes us thus belittle
pleat growth. Thera were of our best and highest Instincts. Nothing
\ check experiments where is lost, nothing is without comensacontaining no boron end no tlon, nothing Is ia vain in this whole
world of ours, no matter how we let
tbo various kinds of ourselves be dlscouarged. No honest
In the fleld lest summer effort ever went for naught or ever
duplicated to some extent will; no person ever tried to be good
ef how the fertiliser was lor kind or helpful and made a failure
MMpM or of how
bow moist the soil wee
was of i t No person ever will. The song
Msft soms form of injury has
bas appeared from beginning to end is In the heart
boron was found to be of some friend, though we may never
on chemical analysis of the hear its echoes ringing back to us to
In the greenhouse one give us cheer. The wise word and the
of Injury was found certain to kind thought which passes from our
Mnor or liter. The first lips never falls to strike response
of this wee a slight brown- |somewhere though we may never know
the llpa of the termsel leaflets |it. The tender ministration of one per
and older leaves, followed son to another nothing can deface,
and drying rat of the margins |though no word of thanks ever comes
much browning or yellowing. [to comfort the weary worker. No big
Mwpl—fly thin woald appear In vary* !thought ever launched upon a world
MhM degree on the younger leaves goes without Its effect, no matter how
on the plant and the lower unheeding and how ungrateful the
MraMV ep ra
W M more severely affected
effected leaves
leevee world may seem to be. The trouble is
turn yellow and drop off. In we being mortal judge by visible signs;
cases this would result in the ' we estimate results by visible values, i
death of tbo entire plant The check and not by the spiritual effects, be-1
pfaats tad those to pots containing a , cause we do not know how to gauge
------ B R O A D W A Y
P H A R M A C Y ----of thf some percentage of ithose effects. None the less they exist,
arid and potash and ought to be a comfort and a susN e x t to E lk s Club P r e s c r ip t io n D ru g g is t
M a in S tre e t
mratloned above,, talnlng thought whenever we slacken.

Tbn (Mbit with the

cial matters— and we believe that you
also will find It useful.

Checking Accounts are solicited.

Houlton Trust Co.
Ho ulton,Maine

IS THIS YOUR CASE?

ANY AMOUNT AT ANY TIME
An account with the Houlton Sav
ings Bank affords a safe and very
convenient way to save. You can
deposit any amount at any time—
and have a fund at your command
for ny emergency.
Start today.

Dividends at the rate of 4% per annum
have been paid for the past nine years

HouLton Sa v in g s Ba n k
^ H & U IJ O N ,

EVERY

M A H

jg

DOLLAR

You Deposit In the

First National Bank
of Houlton, M aine
Is under the supervision of

United States Government
We

pay

on

Time

Deposits

The city boarder reaching town
W as heard to say to Jabez Brown:
MA higher rate or board H I pay
For Town Talk biscuits every day."

Milled on Hofior— Ideal for
Every Baking

IN TALK FLOUR

HOULTON TIMES, WEDNES DAY, JANUARY 21, 1920
he was united in marriage to Miss
Ethel W alker of California, who, to
gether with one brother, Malcoln and
two sisters, Mrs. Joseph (A lta ) Smith
and Mrs. G. L. C. (Evelyn) Robinson
of Los Angeles, and four
children
|survive him. The
funeral
services
were held on Sunday afternoon at the
j home of his brother-in-law,
Joseph
!
Smith
and
were
crnducted
by
his
LITTLETON
i pastor, P. S. Sabean of Westfield, who
Mr. Jewett Adams has purchased a ; ’ Owing to the severe storm on Satur- i was assisted by the resident pastor of
Y W d track.
' day, the regular meeting of Littleton this town. Interment was made in the
...
.
° ' - » op l » spending a tew Grange was not held but will be held | ^
■ smith's Hill. Despite the
0 0 1 i i Ftttta*.
Jan. 24th. There will be work in thee|.
r(ltrine a iaree gathering
Church met
met with
with 3rd and 4th degrees, installation o f , jj£.ad y.. , , t r^ SpeCt8 to^helr friend
/ **»*«*» a .u of M. B. Church
Wra.
Jamea Blther last Wednesday officers after which sandwiches and The
Sald tfioral
„heir, offerings were many and
Ira. James
coffee will. be
afternoon.
... served.
_ .. .
beautiful. The funeral arrangments
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Golding are were under the direct|on 0f Dea. R. J.
There was no service In M. E church
last Banday as Rev. H. H. Marr was receiving congratulations on the birth Kimball.
of a son on Jan. 14th.
la Caribou.
There will be a meeting of the
Miss Mabel Adams and Willie
Campbell, of Houlton, spent. Sunday Federation of Farmers on Friday
evening, Jan. 23rd, at the Grange Hall.
with Mr. and Mrs. Qeo. Adams.
Mrs. B. B. Lilley, who has been
Mr. Lelan Adams passed away at
the home of his father Ernest Adams confined to the house by rheumatism,
on Monday, January 19th, at the age Is much better.
Mrs. B. B. Weed, who has been very
of I t
ill with grip and heart trouble,
is
slowly improving.
Truman Campbell, who is ill with
Mrs. Fred Barton was the guest of pneumonia, is better.
The Misses Gladys and Edna Briggs
her mother, Benj. Atherton, one day
left Monday for Waterville to resume
last week.
A baby boy arrived at the home of their work at Colby College.

S U R R O U N D IN G

TOWiNS

UNNEUS

It’s
Here
A t Last

EAST H0DGD0N

Mr. and Mrs. Clarence London last
Thursday, Jan. 18.
BRIDGEWATER
The Ladles* Aid will meet with Mrs.
R em arkable JellEdward Collins, Postmaster, is very j “Jo in t-E ase ” The
▼arson Barton at Union Corner, N. B. ill with heart trouble.
Like Preparation T h a t R elieves
Wednesday. Jan. 28.
Bridgewater people all trade ati
Pain, Etc., A s if by M a g ic !
Mrs. Kmest Turney
Osgoods Jewelry store in Houlton. It i
M eads Of Mr. Brnest Turney and pays.
fually will sympathise and mourn with
B ig Dem and Fo r It Everyw here
DiJ. E. H. Jackson is very busy
them , over the lots of their beloved vaccinating the scholars and all others |
wife and mother who died.
j Get Y our Tube Now a n d In the neighborhood where she has that come to the office.
Howard Farley returned home from A
... ..
Head, everyone feels her passing away
vary haasly. Her live little daughters Richmond Friday night, he was called |Away W ith those
and one son will miss the loving advice there by the serious illness of his j Aching Muscles,
L.
j .
and companionship with whch she has father.
btnsftted them, even during her two ~The stores closed Saturday night! e U r f ,.®’,a
-years of bed-ridden suffering.
here at 6 o’clock, no movies or meet- i Neuritis
Through her long Illness, Mrs. lngs on Sunday on acount of the small Rheumatic Miseries
Taney la s exercised the greatest pox scare. 6 houses are quarantined
iettaaes and forethought for her dear 3 serious cases. Mr. Eliot Barker, Mr. Stiff Joints
does shoot Bar. She was fully prepar- Hartley and the little child of Mr. Sore, Tired Feet
Od-to go and wo cannot wish her balk Davidson are very ill.
fa endue added suffering, but for
It is a serious and rather awkward Lumbago Pains
mBss -around her home, to those predicament that chicken pox and two Raw, Sore Throat
especially who had an' opportunity to sporadic cases of small pox should
emas in contact with her sweet occur at the same time. It necessitates Chest and Head Colds
patpanality, there will be felt a notice* a partial quarantine, consisting of the j Prevent Grippe
able void by her absence.
churches, lodges and moving pictures, j
----Funeral services will he held at the It is thought that this will not last j H O W JO INT-EASE T O U C H E S T H E
tan a of the deceased Tuesday after longer than a fortnight, when all
SPO T I
noon, Rev. Henry Speed officiating. possible cases will be segregated and
Rubbed into the skin it stimulates
Interment at the cemetery here.
quarantined. All scholars that have

FOR SHERIFF OF AROOSTOOK
1 shall be a Candidate in the June
Primaries for nomination
on
the
Republican ticket for Sheriff of Aroos
took County.
I have had eight year’s experience
as a Deputy Sheriff and I splicit the
support at the Primary Election of all
Republicans
who approve of my
Candidacy.
Caribou, Maine, January 14th A. D.
1920.
tf
F R A N K SIROIS

tilizers sold hereunder where in is testimony from the State Chemtaft
called in question whether the fertili shall be competent or admissible to
zers or any part thereof come up to prove or show a breach of warranty

the guaranteed analysis, then the best, hereunder. If it shall appear from the
anr only competent evidence thereof, analysis certificate, or testimony of
shall be an analysis made by the State the State Chemist that the Fertilisers
Chemist of a sample of said fertilizers
did not come up to the guaranteed an
drawn and analyzed under the rule? alysis, then the purchaser hereandnr
and regulations adopted by the De shall be entitled to recover of the m ■ partment of Agrculture or as provid er the difference between the total
ed by law; and a certificate of such commercial value of the guaranteed
analysis signed by the said State analysis and the total commerctaf
Chemist, and testimony of the State value as Bhown by the analysis certi
Chemist as to such analysis, may be ficate or testimony of the State CtkakANNOUNCEMENT
Soldier Pond, Maine, Jan. 2, 1920 offered in evidence upon the trial of 1st; and no other damage shall be mTo the Republican voters of A ro o s-!suc^ action and shall be the best and coverable in that behalf.”
conclusive evidence of the quality and j A R E Y O U W IL L IN G TO SIGN
took county.
commercial value of the Fertilizers j S U C H A CONTRACT?
Gentlemen: —
.
_
.
.
I will not be a candidate for County furnished under the contract; and n o ! •
Commissioner at the June Primaries evidence other than such certificate of 1A fO O S tO O K
of 1920.
I wish to thank my friends all over
the county, for the generous support
given me at the June Primaries of
1918, and hope the will give their
support to Mr. John M. Brown at the
Primaries of 1920.
22
T. T. M IC H A U D

Eagle Lake, Me. Jan. 2, 1920
To the Republican voters of Aroos
took County.
Gentlemen: —
I shall be a candidate for County
Commissioner at the June Primaries
of 1920.
I was a candidate for that office
before the June Primaries of 1918.
I wish to thank the voters of Aroos
took County for the generous support
given me at that time and hope I may
be worthy of a larger support at this
time.

$8.00

T U E S D A Y —A choice lot m arked
down to

MONTICELLO

WS.S.

S A T U R D A Y —Still another
lot cut to

wtunNotmuM
luucamrtms
UNITED STATES
GOVERNMENT

Every Hat Shown W orth at Least
Double These Prices

UDMjOO
MfSMI Ada Hovey of Houlton is visit
ing bar aunt, Mrsl Maarloe Raley.
U m Gertrude Willey and Miss Vera
ffcetason of I t O.' 1- were week-end
p t a l i t the home of Mr. and Mrs.

Main Street

Houlton, M aine

Dollars
In your pocket by using

OUTSIDE WINDOWS
Large Stock o f all Sizes

J. ELTarbell & Sons
S m y r n a Mills

TEM PLE TH EATRE

fo r the Republican nomination fo r G O V E R N O R at the primary
election which will be held on June 21st reposing full confidence

-—Program W eek o f January 19, 1920—-

in the justice of thier decision.
It has been my honor to be c hosen at different times as a
member o f the Bangor City Government and of the State Legis-

Party have always been
jjfto e d ia tilo f Mr. Stanley this town j cherished and supported by me, and since my majority my enX
^ <^itl»n»,t’»ndbon. iX J w fflS ierpfles have been devoted to efforts to give it control of the d< sgreatly missed In the community.
'tinies of our country, for I believe it to be the best instrunmn!
Dee^W^lMS^aw^bad”#*ww»n‘ Hved ' with which to secure to- <•online,■! rxcivi.c of representative
here; Jon. 11. 1874 he was united in !government,

raavrtage to Miss Mattie Ronndy of i
Benton, Me., who survives h e r
husband.
In'his younger days Mr. Stanley had
id in general business and in
kg but of late years had made a
my of farm machinery. He had
also been‘past master for more than
20 years, resigning a few years ago.
Mf. Stanley whs a man of good
it and scrupulously honest ln
business affairs. He was also of a
honevolent disposition, ever ready to
hiM those needing help and willing to
contribute to every good cause.
T ta o are left to mourn his departtag besides the widow, two daughters,
Mrs. F. W. Lowry of Presque Isle,
Mrs. C. H. Cheney of Monticello, and
o m son, James Stanley of Trenton, N.
J. also one brother, Arnaldo C. Stanley
aitf oho sister Mss Arabella H. Stanley
both Of Monticello.
Fansral services will be hold from
the totally residence on Tuesday aftersoon at 2 o’clock.

E. Newell

I Appeal For Support

Orlando A. Stanley
community was saddened
(te a m that
Ilature. othenjlse I have not been a candidate for, or held elective
ooaiad away quite suddenly at his |office.
4 ^ iPg after

5.00
4.00
3.00

F R ID A Y —O ne lot o f Stylish
Hats at

T o Those o f my Fellow Citi
zens o f Maine

nor, having an actual majority of all the votes cast in Penobscot
Hancock, W ashington and W aldo counties, and substantial sup
port in the other counties in the State, now regard me as the log
ical candidate and fairly entitled to the nomination.

6.00

T H U R S D A Y —A n oth er lot re
duced to

WARNING !| Annie

iaft grddooMon of one of American’s
graataot dhn stars.
At Martin Theatre Friday night Jan.
22 wSl ha screened "Queen of the
• ugh class educational film
the evolution of American
from the primitive Indian
to the Epoch making electrical*
^Joaen of the Waves.**
•hows live hundred years of
-In thirty minutes,
i b s Charlie Chaplin "In the Bank.”

7.00

W E D N E S D A Y —W e w ill show a
lot at

QAKFIELD

J

T h e principles of the Republican

W E D N E S D A Y and T H U R S D A Y

SPECIAL -

"T he Shepherd o f the Hills” — SPECIAL

This drama is a picturization of Harold Bell W right’s ever-living novel of the same name.
The scene of the play in Ozark Mountains where our so-called civilization has not yet spread its
i. lining hut enervating wings. Throughout this p la y there is no effect at sermonizing, yet as in a
crystal, it shows the things that are really big and worth while, and that there are men who could live
tlie "life of men" and be "men'’ no matter where* placed.
Matinee 17 and 28c
Evening 28, 39, 55c
W e d n e s d a y — C h e s t e r O u t in g
W eekly
T h u r s d a y — Elmo the Mighty
W eek ly
F R ID A Y

Big Double Feature at Regular Price

FREDERIC H. PARKHURST.

SESSUE H A Y A K A W A in "Dragon Painter”

Bangor, January 9, 19::o.

ile

artistic

beauty

of

this

prodm tion

an d

• h.• d e l i c a c y of the settings make

on

- i i l t i n. I y o i i i < if t l n i l l e d w i t h - \ <| u i s i t e b e a u t y o f tin* l o c a t i o n s .
. l a p a i ’ -'-e
' t o r in a 1 0 I 0 o f hi s n a t i v e l a n d an d he does it f u l l justice.

D. W.

G r iffit h ’s

All St?r Cast

in

it a rare treat,
The story presents the famous

“SCARLET DAYS”

.Mr GrilHMi has digressed from his usual rural style and gives us a western story of the days of
49, rampnt with all the thrill and excitement which characterized these earlier times
H O O L IG A N C A R T O O N S & A N IM A L R E E L

SA TU RD A Y

W I L I A M R U S S E L L in “ Sacred Silence”

a bottle o f our

Seldom has a heavy dramatic production been successful in making the good impressions and
heart appeal thia William Russell piteure has done. Light entertainment and comedy dramas are all
right, but this play has much real convincing acting. You are going to live right with the players and
thoroughly

enjoy

t he

s t or y .

Cough Syrup

T w o Reel S u n s h i n e C o m e d y

for that Cough

FO U R S H O W S D A IL Y

It is G ood

Mutt & Jeff

W eek ly

Brc ken Blc sion?s
P R I C E S 11c and 17c

TUE8DAY

MONDAY

Artcraft Special featuring

ifc Meurtoe%kleiy Is suffering from
a a attack o f Jaundice.

Hand swent Wednesday with
Mint, Mrtfe o. L* Thmpson.
u m h . B. Currie and Mrs. Chester
fholer visited Mrs. James Lohgataft

^Dorothy McCain, Dwight Webb,
fla n r Thomas and Harold'McCain of
M. H. 8 wore home the week-end.
Mm. Mr. Henderson of Nova Scotia
ta fflgifttaf Bet. and Mrs. H. H.
r,Mr,4*

I <U T B C IS

M O N D A Y , January 26—W e w ill place on our
counter one lot o f Pattern Hats ranging in price
from $16.00 to $24.00.
Y ou r choice o f any o f £the lot.

JOH N M. B R O W N

been vaccinated will in the meantime circulation, and quickly relieves pain.
be permitted to attend school. The congestion, stiffness, swollen joints
, and aching muscles, tireed puffed-up
^Mrt.. Alice Davis of Houlton was a T w o cases of small pox have developed
mmtneea caller In town Thursday.
thus far and it is conjectured that feet, neuralgia, neuritis and rheumatic
Mr. P. H. Martin of Portland was they came from handling jute bags in twinges. Has a delightful odor and
eiBtaff on frtonds In town Tuesday.
has spread more generally and natural- leaves your skin soft and smooth.
L F. Bishop entertained the the potato houses. The chicken pox Joint-Ease never blisters.
Aid Wednesday P. M.
ly, the first stages of these diseases
When inhaled, it carries effective
school will be resumed at give rise to much fear and alarm,
t it Martin Theatre Thursday night therefore the necessity of the partial medication to the head, throat and
'Mk. B. R. Perry of Sherman Is in quarantine at the present time. A lungs, for colds and catarrh. P u t it F A R M E R 8 R E A D Y O U R F E R T I L I 
tor n few weeks doing carpenter great cause for congraulation is the j up yo ur no strils and avoid Grippe and
ZER CONTRACTS
prompt and efficient steps taken by our j
R
Do not sign away your legal rights.
Mr. «id Mrs. James Gamble were Dr. Jackson. Under his unremitting ! Influenza.
Joint-Ease is that clean, scientific Some of the Fertilizer Companies are
on the Wednesday A M. and skillful attendance both patients
are making satisfactory recovery.
! jelly-like, first-aid treatment in small attempting to trick the farmers out of
MOdrod Anthony was in HoulEarly on Friday evening, Charles A . 1convenient tubes that disappears when all legal rights to recover damages
taa Bntnrfiay, w h ig she is receiving.smith passed away at the Mars Hill
It has taken the coun |,rom lossea that
be caused & ln'
meirnouum in anisic.
Hospital, aged 36 years. His demise i you rub
*n [
„
.
4 ,
,
M m of the young people of Oak- was due to a complication of typhoid j trY by storm. Get your tube today. ferior fertilizers.
Read your contracts carefully, es
SoMAtteoded the basket bell game at fever and pleuro pneumonia. He was j Rub it in or inhale it— then watch your
t a m * Mills, Satdrday night
pecially
the fine print. The following
born in Bridgewater, the son of t h e iaoheg and troubles also disappear!
The B e a m Ik Aroostook Railroad late C. L. Smith. In early life he
...
tnwn h,r r w u — „ paragraph is contained in some of the
Ok at Oakfleld recently had new followed the vocation of fanning and i
sold
th,“ t0* n by„ Coch. ™
tactile lights Installed In and about later entered into business in W e s t -: Drug Store, \\ est End Drug Store and contracts. See that yours does not
contain it.
t a station and grounds.
field, conducting a General Country Iall other good druggists. If your local
Mia. Frank Btilee, Mrs. Harry store. He was well and favorably druggist does not have it in stock, | Of what use is it to pass laws for
Warrick, Mrs. Robb. Crandal and Mr. known through-out all this section and ; ..
T
A
i Farmers’ protection and have them
aag. Mia., day K Crosby were In Houl* enjoyed the friendship and esteem of " rlt Pope La >or«itori ..
Street, i sign away all the protection that the
taa Bntaiay on business.
a very large circle of friends. In 1909 Hallowell, Maine
; law gives them?
Mrs. Nsal Robertson and children
fftnrnod homo from Sherman Satur-f
Read the following paragraph taken
m
where she hoe been visit-,
from a fertilizer contract.
--------*
a few dsys.
,
■ "It is agreed that all Fertilizers
R. Umphrey of Washburn1
♦covered by this contract are furnished
candidate for the office of
Commissioner at the coming.
with a guarantee of the analysis ap
h w%s In town Tuesday, j
pearing only upon the package; but
» m0 *-lfirgarei Callahan of Houlton I
W ho believe me to be fitted to discharge the duties of the results to be obtained from the use
a position In the graded school
thereof, or effect upon crops are not
•ft QahiiMI Station for the winter office of Governor.
guaraneed or implied, as to said fer
tann of School, teaching the first
W ho are prepared to accept my record as evidence of what
tilizers.
In case any dispute, claim,
* 0 * Satarday night Jan. 24th, my conduct will be if chosen Governor.
i action or suit shall arise between the
UniUtaSS Wvhanks will appear in his
W ho remembering that I received nearly fifteen thousand 'parties here to or between the First
soger production, ‘'Reaching for the
Moon." Don’t miss seeing this wonder* votes— running second— in the 1916 primary contest for Gover party and the manufacturer of the fer-

Ol

One W eek’s Sale
on Hats

ANNOUNCEMENT

22

FCO.

A . Barker Co,
Oakfield, Maine

pranohod at the
\

JACK H O LT

Gold wyn^ Special

in

“ V ictory”
FORD W E E K L Y

HELEN

HOLMES SERIA L

WEEKLY

